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DerbyCon VII

Welcome to
DerbyCon VII - LEGACY

EVENTS
Registration times: Tues: 7-10 pm, Weds: 7-10 am; 3-8 pm, Thurs: 4-10 pm,
Fri: 7-11 am; 12-3 pm; 5-7 pm, Sat: 8-11 am
Located on 2nd floor at the top of the escalators

This year’s theme is not meant to be bitter sweet. DerbyCon is not going away, but the venue
is changing. DerbyCon started at the Hyatt 7 years ago and will always have history with the
conference space and the amazingly accommodating staff. While the venue may be changing,
the core values upholding a family feel conference is not lost. DerbyCon will always remain
small enough to manage and enjoy, but rich with content from brillant minds and plenty of fun
stuff to leave you eager in anticipation in the months leading up to the next conference.
Legacy may often have a negative connotation of being yesterday’s issues that are still left
around and have little support. That is not the case with DerbyCon Legacy. Instead, we
think of the things that bring us together and strengthen the security community. This is the
meaning of a lasting legacy. Remember the times when DerbyCon was able to raise over
$30k for HFC, remember how many people the security community has help bring out of
their shells, remember the legacy of Hadnagy’s talks getting interrupted by Bruce Hornsby...
DerbyCon is all about the community and the input that is provided by the attendees. This is
your conference and the DerbyCon staff cannot thank you enough for the continued support.
When the conference was first thought up, the founders knew they wanted something
different that all the other conferences. At DerbyCon, you are family - no one is a rockstar,
no one is unapproachable. Remember to be respectful of one another, recognize personal
space, have an amazing time, and most importantly continue the Legacy.
DerbyCon is a conference where everyone and anyone is welcome. We are here as friends to
share ideas, to learn, and to have an awesome time. Diversity makes us strong, and having a
place where folks can be open and inclusive is our goal at DerbyCon. This means having equal
respect and treating con attendees, staff, security, speakers, hotel staff, and anyone else
attending DerbyCon with the same level of kindness and friendliness which align with our core
values at DerbyCon. During your time at the conference, you can expect a safe, welcoming,
and friendly environment. DerbyCon is a private event, and if there is unacceptable behavior,
you may be asked to leave the con with no refund. If you are subjected to behavior that is
unacceptable or unsafe, please report it to a staff or security member (designated in red).
You can be assured that issues are taken seriously, and dealt with accordingly on a per
case basis.

There will be posters around the venue with information on
how to connect and play as well as information regularly
distributed through the official DerbyCon CTF Twitter account
@DerbyConCTF.
The wireless network information is:
Wireless SSID: DerbyCon-CTF
Password: DerbyCon-CTF

Capture the Flag 7.0:
Conference theater & (Oaklawn room 24 hr access
available). Contest runs from Friday 12pm to Sunday 12pm.
Friday: 12pm to 9pm, Saturday: 9am to 9pm,
Sunday: 10am to 12pm
Come and test your skillz! Come and compete against other
people in the industry!
The capture the flag event is an open event and there are
no qualifiers. Anyone can participate via self-registration.

After connecting to CTF network, registration and rules
located at https://scoreboard.ctf.derbycon.com
PRIZES:
Black Badge, 2018 Conference Ticket, $350 Cash, $100 Gift
Card and $50 Gift Card
Winners announced @ closing ceremony
BYOEPC – Bring your own ethernet patch cord
Sponsored By: In Guardians
(Events continued on page 2-5)
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Curious.
Aqueduct room, Friday 1o57 am Start Time with
24hr access
Aqueduct room will used by Ham Radio on
Saturday 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm.

Kentucky Suite (Oaks and Derby rooms)

Friday

1400pm - SEVillage Opens
1400 – 1430 opening comments / Open SECTF
1430-1500 – Call 1 followed by 10 min Q&A
1500-1530 – Call 2 followed by 10 min Q&A
1530-1600 – Call 3 followed by 10 min Q&A
1600-1630 – Call 4 followed by 10 min Q&A
1630-1700 – Call 5 followed by 10 min Q&A
1700-1730 – Call 6 followed by 10 min Q&A
1800-1930 - SEPanel – “Women In Tech”
Guests: Carol Suchit, April Wright, Lesley Carhart, Chris
Hadnagy
Moderator: Babak Javadi
Saturday

0900 – SEVIllage Opens
0900-0930 – opening comments
0930-1300 – Can You Fool The Polygraph?
Short lunch break
1400-1700 – Mission SE Impossible
1800-1930 - SEPanel – “Ethics in SE”

watching live calls to target companies. For weeks the
contestants have been digging into these companies and
now, we will get to see the fruits of their hard work with
live calls. Join us for the first year ever at DerbyCon 7.0!
The winner will be granted
a FREE pass for next years
DerbyCon and a Free SE
Challenge Coin and a very
special custom made award!

Can you Fool The Polygraph?:
This is an original contest made just for DerbyCon. The
Social-Engineer crew hires a world renowned Polygrapher to
come to Derby and give LIVE, PUBLIC Polygraphs. You will
be asked a series of questions, some of which are super
embarrassing, and the goal is to tell the truth (or not) but to
never let the Polygraph Machine or Polygraph Operator catch
you! Want to see if you have the skill? If you do, the winner
will be granted a FREE pass for next years DerbyCon and a
Free SE Challenge Coin.

Guests: Grifter, Jayson Street, Jamison Scheeres,
Chris Hadnagy
Moderator: Babak Javadi

SEVillage at DerbyCon:

Mission SE Impossible (MSI):

This is the first official year of a full on SEVillage at
DerbyCon! SEVillage will be all things Social Engineering and
human hacking for DerbyCon. It will contain the SECTF, MSI,
The SEPoly Challenge and 2 exclusive SEPanels.

“Mission SE Impossible” (MSI) has been revamped, improved
and Derby-ized. Can you escape handcuffs? Pick Locks?
Traverse Lasers? Read facial expressions? All with a crowd
watching, Chris breathing on you and the stress of a timer?
Find out by taking part in MSI at DerbyCon. The winner will be
granted a FREE pass for next years DerbyCon and a Free SE
Challenge Coin.

SECTF At DerbyCon:
For the first time ever, the Social-Engineer crew is bringing
the SCTF (Social Engineering Capture the Flag) to another
conference. This flagship event will involve you the audience
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For more details check out social-engineer.org/sevillagederby-con/

Curious? Pondering mysterious riddles, like
can I dry veal I wok?
Come play with us. Our games are
never odd or even!
Ready to play? Insert coin! How about a little tease?
Keyword: CanIVial
ZxayzskeuacgtzzuvrgeznoymgsK

SOHOpelessly Broken
Belmont room, Friday 11am - 7pm –
Saturday 11am - 7pm
SOHOpelessly Broken, presented by
Independent Security Evaluators (ISE),
is back at DerbyCon for our fourth
year! We have expanded the contest to not only include
SOHO routers, but other types of IoT devices such
as network storage systems, cameras, and IP enabled toys!
Track 1: One of last year’s Black Badge contests is back!
Players compete against one another by exploiting offthe-shelf IoT devices. These 15+ devices all have known
vulnerabilities, but to successfully exploit these devices
requires lateral thinking, knowledge of networking, and
competency in exploit development. CTFs are a great
experience to learn more about security and test your skills,
so join up in a team (or even by yourself) and compete for
fun and prizes! Exploit as many as you can over the weekend
and the top three teams will be rewarded.
Track 2: Hack shop area for people to actively hack and
collaborate on selected devices.
Track 3: A variety of workshops and talks will be delivered
throughout the weekend.

Lockpick Village
Gulfstream & Hialeah rooms
Friday and Saturday 10am to 7pm – Sunday 10am to 2pm
It’s lucky 7’s in the DerbyCon lockpicking village! This year
we have Lock Picking Pachinko: pick locks to retrieve
pachinko balls, play pachinko machines, then cash out your
balls for prizes! We have plenty of other games and locks
for all skill levels including the “Rumble Challenge” multiround competition. Picking, bumping, high security locks,
more games, and other surprises are waiting for you in the
lockpicking village! Awesome schwag will be awarded for top
places in all competitions. Come to learn, stay to compete!

Car Hacking Village
Gulfstream & Hialeah rooms
Friday and Saturday 10am to 7pm – Sunday 10am to 2pm
The Car Hacking Village is a Hand-On environment for
understanding how vehicle systems work. Come join our
village to sit down and play with vehicle controllers and
understand how to get started in vehicle hacking. If we can,
we will also be selling our Car Hacking Village badges which

are programmable vehicle interfaces that look really classy.
Join us to learn more about our upcoming Car Hacking CTF.

Hardware Hacking Village
Gulfstream & Hialeah rooms
Friday and Saturday 10am to 7pm – Sunday 10am to 2pm
LVL1, Louisville’s first Hackerspace, will be hosting a
hardware hacking village complete with devious and useful
kits to solder together (no experience required! Through-hole
and surface-mount kits available or bring your own), a 3D
printer, and a showcase of projects. Need some bling for
the party? We’ll have bright LED kits from Mr Blinky Bling to
solder together, too. Interested in the low-level stuff? Stop by
the hardware hacking village to hack together something of
your own, chat with other hardware hackers, and check out
some cool stuff. Interested in learning more about the LVL1
hackerspace? Visit http://www.lvl1.org

Hack Your Derby
Judging 6pm @ top of escalators
Winners announced @ closing
ceremony
Hack Your Derby is a contest
held annually at the DerbyCon
hacker convention in Louisville, Kentucky. It is simple and
straightforward: turn a derby hat -- already a fine piece of
functional fashion -- into something more. Exactly how much
more is up to you. Feel free to express your hacker spirit in
the vein of technological or aesthetic development. There are
points awarded by the judges in each of those categories, as
well as accolades for overall originality.
You may either work on your derby creation before the
conference or compete using exclusively what you can source
in and around the con hotel during DerbyCon itself. Overall,
however, the themes of “make something new, make something epic, make something awesome” are the order of the
day. There will be multiple winners in a variety of categories!
All submissions must be displayed to the judges at 6 PM
on Saturday at the top of the escalators and scoring will be
totaled and finalized by Closing Ceremonies on Sunday.
For more information and full detail of the rules and
categories, check hackyourderby.com
Follow @hackyourderby for updates and to see amazing
footage of the submissions!

Ham Radio Exams
Aquaduct room, 1-3 Saturday, Retests 1-3 Sunday
Amateur Radio (ham radio) is a popular hobby and service that
brings people, electronics and communication together. People
use ham radio to talk across town, around the world, or even
into space, all without the Internet or cell phones. It’s fun,
social, educational, and can be a lifeline during times of need.
DerbyCon 7, will be host a ham radio licensing exam! The cost
is $15 (cash or check only). Check out the ARRL website for
information on what to bring to the exam, as well as exam
question pools, free study resources, and other FAQ.
No pre-registration is required.
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Hack the Hat v7
– Cycle OverRide’s
Annual DerbyCon
Bicycle Adventure

Hunt is the only contest that can be won by entrancing the
judges with your hilarious capers, so be sure to follow us on
Twitter for more information @Curious_Codes

Saturday 7:30am Lobby

DerbyCon Jeopardy #3.14
(Oh, Hell Yeah, It Is!)

Cycle OverRide will once again host
an early morning ride to take place
Saturday morning at 7:30 AM. We
will meet in Hyatt Louisville lobby
and ride out from there. This is a relatively flat, no drop
ride – so riders of all skill can join us. Must have a bike to
participate. No bike? Feel free to get up early and wave us
off. No? It’s ok, we know that’s a crazy idea. Who wants to
get up early just to wave? What if we told you there’d be free
doughnuts? That’s right – a free doughnut to the first 12
people who come cheer us on as we ride out the door. You
know you want the doughnut.

Crack Me If You Can (CMIYC)
Challenge
Friday 9am to Sunday 11am (EST)
The annual password cracking contest “Crack Me If You
Can” returns in 2017 with a visit to DerbyCon! CMIYC is the
premier annual password cracking contest usually run at
DEFCON. Compete online in a 50 hour password cracking
contest against the best password crackers in the world.
KoreLogic has changed the rules this year, and this year’s
challenge is less of a point-war, and more of a string of
challenges with the goal being the first time to the end, wins!
The contest will be online “forever” so you can play along at
a later time, to see how long it takes you to finish. You think
you can beat Team Hashcat’s time? What about the John
the Ripper people? See how you stack up against InsidePro.
And please dont forget the team Cynosure Prime! All worthy
adversaries. Spend 50 hours of your CON behind a wall of
GTX 1080s.

DERBYCON FRIDAY AND SATURDAY PARTIES

Keeneland room, Friday 8pm (One Night Only! Arrive Early.
Limited Seating. Beer
Bribery, OK.)
You know the game. You
get publicly humiliated for
saying stupid shit while
chugging beers for a lousy
100 points a bottle! And
the host and audience
have all the fun. You know
we will taunt you, abuse
you and confuse you, for our merriment, of course.
Still Want to Play? 2 - Games. Winners Get Hall Pass to Play
Hacker Jeopardy at DefCon: No Qualifications Round!
Submit your Team, up to 3 players each. Pick a name. Tell
us why you think you’re all that. Mobile contact info (private
only). Oh! Yeah. Diversity counts!
Send your Team Submissions (and bribes) to Winn@
SecurityExperts.Com
Teams will be picked live at DerbyCon Jeopardy. So, that
means, remember to Be There. (Oh, the abuse has already
begun…)

Résumé and Interview Clinic
Churchill Downs room, Friday 10:00am to 2:00pm
Thinking about a career change in infosec? It’s a good idea
to always have a solid résumé ready for unforeseen windfalls
(or temporary setbacks). Our volunteer reviewers have
decades of combined experience interviewing and vetting IT
candidates, and we’re ready to put our experiences to work,
for you. Résumé reviews or mock interviews (focusing on
either soft or technical skills!) will be arranged on a walk-in
basis. Please bring a paper copy of your current résumé or
your own laptop with a digital copy. Hiring? Feel free to drop
off cards or paper postings.

Scavenger Hunt
Come experience the weird and exhilarating side of DerbyCon
7.0 with the Curious Codes Scavenger Hunt Games, specially
designed for those of us who want to do and experience all
the things, not just some. If you can’t decide whether to see
a talk, do a contest, be a beautiful social butterfly, or take
this time away from the office to let your true wild colors
shine, then just do them all and get points for it! Scavenger
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Whose Slide Is It Anyway?
Keeneland room, Saturday 8pm

The What:
“Whose Slide Is It Anyway?” is an unholy union of improv
comedy, hacking and slide deck sado-masochism.
The How:
Our team of slide monkeys will create 20 short decks on
whatever nonsense tickles our fancy that week. Slides are
not exclusive to technology, they can and will be about
anything. Contestants will take the stage and choose a
random number corresponding to a specific slide deck. They
will then improvise a 5-10 minute lightning talk, becoming
instant subject matter experts on whatever topic/stream of
consciousness appears on the screen.
The Why:
Whether you delight in the chaos of watching your fellow
hackers squirm or would like to sacrifice yourself to the
Contest Gods, it’s a night of schadenfreude for the whole
family.
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FRIDAY – 9.23. – Continued

DerbyCon VII

SCHEDULE

FRIDAY – SUNDAY

Stable Talks

Pimlico A, B, C (Track 5)		

12:00 - 12:25 pm

Adam Hogan - Eye on the Prize - a Proposal for the Legalization of Hacking Back

12:30 -12:55 pm

Alexander Leary - Building Better Backdoors with WMI

1:00 -1:25 pm

Alexander Leary & Scott Sutherland - Beyond xp_cmdshell: Owning the Empire through SQL Server

1:30 - 1:55 pm

Andrea Little Limbago - Bots, Trolls, and Warriors: The Modern Adversary Playbook

2:00 - 2:25 pm

Russ McRee - DFIR Redefined

2:30 - 2:55 pm

Anthony Russell - Building Google for Criminal Enterprises

3:00 - 3:25 pm

Koby Kilimnik - V!4GR4: Cyber-Crime, Enlarged

Regency Ballroom

3:30 - 3:55 pm

Open

Opening Ceremonies – DerbyCon Team

4:00 - 4:25 pm

Bill Gardner - The skills gap: how can we fix it?

9:00 - 9:50 am

Keynote – Matt Graeber - Subverting Trust in Windows - A Case Study of the “How” and “Why”
of Engaging in Security Research

4:30 - 4:55 pm

Carl Sampson - Extending Burp

10:00 - 10:50 am

Keynote – John Strand - I had my mom break into a prison, then we had pie.

5:00 - 5:25 pm

Casey Smith - Shellcode Via VBScript/JScript Implications

11:00 - 11:50 am

Lunch

5:30 - 5:55 pm

Daniel Brown - Retail Store/POS Penetration Testing

6:00 - 6:25 pm

Dave Mattingly - Improv Comedy as a Social Engineering Tool

6:30 - 6:55 pm

Evil_Mog, Renderman - How to safely conduct shenanigans

7:00 - 7:25 pm

James Forshaw - The .NET Inter-Operability Operation

7:30 - 7:55 pm

Jason Blanchard - A presentation or presentations because... presenting

THURSDAY NIGHT COMEDY SHOW
Doors open at 8pm in The Hyatt Regency Ballroom. Cash bar set up on 2nd floor atrium.

FRIDAY – 9.22. – Registration 7-11am, 12-3pm, 5-7pm
Friday Talk Descriptions Starts on Page 14
8:30 - 8:55 am

Talks

Regency North
Track 1 (Break Me)

Regency Center
Track 2 (Fix Me)

Regency South
Track 3 (Teach Me)

Keeneland
Track 4 (The 3-Way)

12:00 12:50 pm

Chris Hadnagy - So
you want to be a Social
Engineer

Ed Skoudis- Further
Adventures in Smart
Home Automation: Honey,
Please Don’t Burn Down
Your Office

Bruce Potter - When to
Test, and How to Test It

Winn Schwartau - How to
Measure Your Security:
Holding Security Vendors
Accountable

1:00 1:50 pm

Andy Robbins, Will
Schroeder & Rohan
Vazarkar - Here Be Dragons: The Unexplored Land
of Active Directory ACLs

Josh Rickard - Securing
Windows with Group
Policy

James Cook & Tom Steele
- A New Take at Payload
Generation: Empty-Nest

Adam Compton & Bill
Harshbarger - How we
accidentally created our
own RAT/C2/Distributed
Computing Network

2:00 2:50 pm

John Cramb (ceyx) & Josh
Schwartz (FuzzyNop) TBD

Lee Holmes - Defending
against PowerShell
Attacks

AbdulAziz Hariri &
Joshua Smith - VMware
Escapology: How to
Houdini The Hypervisor

Grid (aka Scott M) Active Defense for web
apps

3:00 3:50 pm

Daniel Bohannon Invoke-CradleCrafter:
Moar PowerShell
obFUsk8tion & Detection
(@(‘Tech’,’niques’) -Join’’)

Beau Bullock, Brian
Fehrman & Derek Banks CredDefense Toolkit

David “thelightcosine”
Maloney, Spencer
“ZeroSteiner” McIntyre,
Brent Cook & James
“Egyp7” Lee - 3rd Annual
Metasploit Townhall

Deral Heiland - IoT
Security – Executing an
Effective Security Testing
Process

4:00 4:50 pm

Ryan Cobb - PSAmsi - An
offensive PowerShell
module for interacting with
the Anti-Malware Scan
Interface in Windows 10

Christopher Payne - Steel
Sharpens Steel: Using
Red Teams to improve
Blue Teams

Jared Atkinson & Robby
Winchester - Purpose
Driven Hunt: What do I do
with all this data?

Edmund Brumaghin &
Colin Grady - Fileless
Malware - The New
“Cyber”

5:00 5:50 pm

Lee Christensen, Matt
Nelson & Will Schroeder
- An ACE in the Hole:
Stealthy Host Persistence
via Security Descriptors

Eric Conrad - Introducing
DeepBlueCLI v2, now
available in PowerShell
and Python

Francisco Donoso DanderSpritz: How the
Equation Group’s 2013
tools pwn in 2017

Mauricio Velazco Hunting Lateral Movement for Fun and Profit

Dr. Jared DeMott - War
Stories on Embedded
Security: Pentesting, IoT,
Building Managers, and
how to do Better

Justin Leapline & Rockie
Brockway - Run your
security program like a
boss / practical governance advice

Matt Swann - Defending
the Cloud: Lessons from
Intrusion Detection in
SharePoint Online

Schuyler Dorsey (Mostly) Free Defenses
Against the Phishing Kill
Chain

Waylon Grange - Digital
Vengeance: Exploiting
the Most Notorious C&C
Toolkits

Setup for Hacker
Jeopardy

6:00 6:50 pm

7:00 7:50 pm
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Concert Setup

Friday Stable Talk Descriptions Starts on Page 26

FRIDAY KICK-OFF PARTY
Doors Open at 9pm in The Hyatt Regency Ballroom.
Cash bar, drinks are free with tokens; free beer. Sponsored by Salesforce.

SATURDAY – 9.23. – Registration 8-11am after 12pm t-shirt booth
Saturday Talk Descriptions Starts on Page 18
Talks

Regency North
Track 1 (Break Me)

Regency Center
Track 2 (Fix Me)

Regency South
Track 3 (Teach Me)

Keeneland
Track 4 (The 3-Way)

9:00 9:50 am

Jim Shaver & Mitchell
Hennigan - Return From
The Underworld - The
Future Of Red Team
Kerberos

Benjamin Holland JReFrameworker: One
Year Later

Tyler Hudak - To Catch
a Spy

Robert Simmons Advanced Threat Hunting

10:00 10:50 am

Casey Rosini - MemoryBased Library Loading:
Someone Did That
Already.

Zac Brown - Hidden
Treasure: Detecting
Intrusions with ETW

Mick Douglas - Rapid
Incident Response with
PowerShell

Rod Soto & Joseph Zadeh
- CHIRON - Home based
ML IDS

11-12 pm

Lunch

12:00 12:50 pm

Marcello Salvati - Building
the DeathStar: getting
Domain Admin with a
push of a button (a.k.a.
how I almost automated
myself out of a job)

Ryan Nolette - How
to Hunt for Lateral
Movement on Your
Network

R.J. McDown - Windows
Rootkit Development:
Python prototyping to
kernel level C2

Casey Smith & Keith
McCammon - Blue Team
Keeping Tempo with
Offense

1:00 1:50 pm

Jason Lang - Modern
Evasion Techniques

Johnny Long - Kali Linux?

Amit Serper - Peekaboo!
I Own You. Owning
Hundreds of Thousands
Vulnerable Devices with
only two HTTP packets

Matthew Verrette - Data
Mining Wireless Survey
Data with ELK
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SATURDAY – 9.23. – Continued
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DERBYCON 7.0 SATURDAY PARTY

Talks

Regency North
Track 1 (Break Me)

Regency Center
Track 2 (Fix Me)

Regency South
Track 3 (Teach Me)

2:00 2:50 pm

Aaron Lafferty - FM, and
Bluetooth, and Wifi...
Oh My!

Brent White & Tim Roberts Tim “lanmaster53” Tomes
- Burping for Joy and
- Common Assessment
Financial Gain
Mistakes Pen Testers and
Clients Should Avoid

3:00 3:50 pm

Ben Ten - Detect Me If
You Can

Paul Asadoorian Everything I Need To
Know About Security I
Learned From Watching
Kung Fu Movies

4:00 4:50 pm

int0x80 (of Dual Core)
& savant - Full-Contact
Recon

Jim Nitterauer - What
Lee Holmes & Daniel
A Long Strange Trip It’s
Bohannon - RevokeBeen
Obfuscation: PowerShell
Obfuscation Detection (And
Evasion) Using Science

5:00 5:50 pm

Matt Nelson - Not a
Security Boundary:
Bypassing User Account
Control

Timothy Wright - Reverse
Engineering Hardware via
the HRES

Joff Thyer & Pete
Petersen - Game On!
Using Red Team to Rapidly
Evolve Your Defenses

Mike Saunders - I want
my EIP

6:00 6:50 pm

Stephen Hilt - Victim
Machine has joined
#general: Using Third
Party APIs as C&C Infrastructure.

Concert Setup

Joshua Corman, Christian
Dameff MD MS, Jeff
Tully MD & Beau Woods
- Anatomy of a Medical
Device Hack- Doctors
vs. Hackers in a Clinical
Simulation Cage Match

Ryan McFarlane - Talk
details TBA

Christopher Maddalena
- POP POP RETN ; An
Introduction to Writing
Win32 Shellcode

Keeneland
Track 4 (The 3-Way)

Doors open at 9pm in The Hyatt Regency Ballroom. Cash bar, drinks are free with tokens;
free beer. Sponsored by: Qualys, Nexum, Fortinet, Logrhythm, Threat Quotient and Synack.

Moey - Scrumy Security:
Getting stuff done

SUNDAY – 9.24. – Registration T-shirt booth
Jim McMurry & Lee
Neely, Chelle Clements Web Application testing
- approach and cheating
to win
Mark Loveless - When IoT
Research Matters

Sunday Talk Descriptions Starts on Page 24
Talks

Regency North
Track 1 (Break Me)

Regency Center
Track 2 (Fix Me)

Regency South
Track 3 (Teach Me)

Keeneland
Track 4 (The 3-Way)

10:00 10:50 am

John Toterhi - Aiding
Static Analysis:
Discovering Vulnerabilities
in Binary Targets through
Knowledge Graph
Inferences

Maddie Stone - IDAPython: The Wonder
Woman of Embedded
Device Reversing

Nate Guagenti & Adam
Swan - Windows Event
Logs -- Zero 2 Hero

Martin Brough Atombombing and Other
Obfuscation - Your EDR
may be broken

11:00 11:50 am

Kyle Hanslovan & Chris
Bisnett - Evading
Autoruns

Lennart Koopmann - Love
is in the Air - DFIR and
IDS for WiFi Networks

Piotr Marszalik & Michael
Wrzesniak - Gone In 59
Seconds - High Speed
Backdoor Injection via
Bootable USB

Kyle Wilhoit - Kinetic to
Digital: Terrorism in the
Digital Age

12:00 12:50 pm

Marcus Gruber & Marco
Lux - MitM Digital
Subscriber Lines

Joseph M Siegmann Going Deep and Empowering Users - PCAP Utilities
and Combating Phishing in
a new way

Aaron Hnatiw - Hacking
Matthew Eidelberg
Blockchains
& Steven Darracott SniffAir – An Open-Source
Framework for Wireless
Security Assessments

1:00 1:50 pm

John Dunlap - Jumping
the Fence: Comparison
and Improvements for
Existing Jump Oriented
Programming Tools

Todd Sanders - We’re
going on a Threat Hunt,
Gonna find a bad-guy.

Michael Robinson &
Joseph Oney - Become
the Puppet Master - the
battle of cognition between man and machine

Saturday Stable Talk Descriptions Starts on Page 28

Tim MalcomVetter Winning (and Quitting)
the Privacy Game: What
it REALLY takes to have
True Privacy in the 21st
Century; or How I learned
to give in and embrace
EXIF tags

Stable Talks

Pimlico A, B, C (Track 5)

9:00 - 9:25 am

Jenny Maresca - Personalities disorders in the infosec community

9:30 - 9:55 am

Jason Morrow - Purple team FAIL!

10:00 - 10:25 am

Ryan Elkins - Architecture at Scale – Save time. Reduce spend. Increase security.

10:30 - 10:55 am

Justin Herman - Building a full size CNC for under $500

11:00 - 11:55 am

Lunch

12:00 - 12:25 pm

Spencer J McIntyre - Python Static Analysis

12:30 -12:55 pm

Jonathan Echavarria & David E. Switzer - The Trap House: Making your house as paranoid as you are.

1:00 -1:25 pm

Joe Desimone - Hunting for Memory-Resident Malware

Stable Talks

Pimlico A, B, C (Track 5)

1:30 - 1:55 pm

Justin Wilson - C2 Channels - Creative Evasion

10:00 - 10:25 am

Ryan Reid - Introducing SpyDir - a BurpSuite Extension

2:00 - 2:25 pm

Kevin Gennuso - Reaching Across the Isle: Improving Security Through Partnership

10:30 - 10:55 am

Sarah Norris - Phishing for You and Your Grandma!

2:30 - 2:55 pm

Lsly - Out With the Old, In With the GNU

11:00 - 11:25 am

Matt Scheurer - Regular Expressions (Regex) Overview

3:00 - 3:25 pm

Matt Hastings & Dave Hull - Tracing Adversaries: Detecting Attacks with ETW

11:30 - 11:55 am

Jonathan Broche & Alton Johnson - Securing Your Network: How to Prevent Ransomware Infection

3:30 - 3:55 pm

Sean Metcalf & Nick Carr - The Current State of Security, an Improv-spection

12:00 - 12:25 pm

TJ Toterhi - Diary of a Security Noob

4:00 - 4:25 pm

Matthew Perry - I Survived Ransomware . . . TWICE

12:30 -12:55 pm

Tom McBee & Jeff McCutchan - Spy vs. Spy - Tip from the trenches for red and blue teams

4:30 - 4:55 pm

Michael Collins - Drone Delivered Attack Platform (DDAP)

1:00 -1:25 pm

Zach Grace - changeme: A better tool for hunting default creds

5:00 - 5:25 pm

Michael Flossman - Mobile APTs: A look at nation-state attacks and techniques for gathering
intelligence from military and civilian devices

5:30 - 5:55 pm

Michael George - MacOS host monitoring - the open source way

6:00 - 6:25 pm

Nyxgeek - Statistics on 100 million secrets: A look at recent password dumps

6:30 - 6:55 pm

Patrick Coble - Hacking VDI, Recon and Attack Methods

7:00 - 7:25 pm

Reuben Paul - Smart toys ain’t that Smart, when Insecure!

2:00 2:30 pm
2:30 3:30 pm
		

Closing Ceremony Setup
CLOSING CEREMONY
Sunday Stable Talk Descriptions Starts on Page 30

Please note that Derbycon.com will be the main source for important DerbyCon information and cancellations of
talks and events. Follow @DerbyCon and #DerbyCon on Twitter.
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DerbyCon VII

TALKS DESCRIPTIONS
FRIDAY – 9.22.
9:00 – 9:50 am KEYNOTE

Subverting Trust in Windows - A Case Study
of the “How” and “Why” of Engaging in
Security Research – Matt Graeber
Since his first InfoSec talk given at DerbyCon 3, Matt has
made a reputation for himself demonstrating how otherwise
trusted software and technology can be abused by attackers
– referred to as the “living off the land” methodology. As
a former malware reverse engineer, Matt has seen the
extent to which attackers succeed in executing code that
has no business being trusted. As such, despite regularly
finding bypasses, Matt is a zealous supporter of application
whitelisting as a means of preventing a majority of attacks
(both opportunistic and targeted), enabling defenders to
focus their detections on more capable adversaries who
manage to slip silently through the cracks. Matt is very much
fascinated by the concept of trust, what it means to people,
and how assumptions of trust can be subverted.
10:00 – 10:50 am KEYNOTE

I had my mom break into a prison, then we
had pie. – John Strand
In this talk we will cover math, social engineering, breaking
AV, open source software, Artificial Intelligence, not giving up
and cancer.
12:00 – 12:50 pm

So you wanna be a Social Engineer? –
Christopher Hadnagy - @humanhacker
One of the most asked questions we get at all of our SocialEngineer sites is “How can I become a social engineer?” This
talk will walk through the path I took to become a professional
social engineer and what anyone desiring to enter this field
should do. I will blend it with stories of my failures and
successes to round out expectations when trying to take this
passion and make it a business.

Further Adventures in Smart Home Automation: Honey, Please Don’t Burn Down Your
Office – Ed Skoudis
In the last 12 months, Ed Skoudis has been on a tear adding
new automation features to his office. Some are practical,
others are whimsical and weird. All of them provided valuable
learning opportunities that Ed would love to share. This
talk will describe some of the new technologies he’s been
experimenting with and the lessons he’s learned, including: Alexa versus Siri: Development tips for each environment and
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how to make them work together - Amazon Voice Services:
High-quality, real-time, cloud-based voice synthesis for free The Raspberry Pi Zero as a development platform - The Intel
NUC as a development platform - Integrating animatronic
toys into your ecosystem: How creepy is too creepy? - Do’s
and don’ts of home Tesla coils, Geissler tubes, and other
high-voltage apparatus - Tips for keeping your mind fresh
with new dev projects - Security implications of all of this
stuff - Where is this all headed? When does Skynet reveal
its big plan? This lively talk will cover a lot of ground, but also
include specific, practical advice for keeping your technical
skills sharp while having fun.

When to Test, and How to Test It –
Bruce Potter
“I think we need a penetration test” This is one of the most
misunderstood phrases in the security community. It can
mean anything from “Someone should run a vulnerability scan
against a box” to “I’d like nation-state capable actors to tell
me everything that wrong with my enterprise” and everything
in between. Security testing is a complex subject and it can
be hard to understand what the best type of testing is for a
given situation. This talk will examine the breadth of software
security testing. From early phase unit and abuse testing to
late phase penetration testing, this talk will provide details
on the different tests that can be performed, what to expect
from the testing, and how to select the right tests for your
situation. Test coverage, work effort, attack simulation, and
reporting results will be discussed. Also, this talk will provide
a process for detailed product assessments, i.e.: if you’ve
got a specific product you’re trying to break, how do you
approach assessing the product in a way that maximizes your
chance of breaking in as well as maximizing the coverage you
will get from your testing activity.

How to Measure Your Security: Holding
Security Vendors Accountable – Winn Schwartau
- @winnschwartau
1:00 – 1:50 pm

Here Be Dragons: The Unexplored Land of
Active Directory ACLs – Andy Robbins @_wald0, Will Schroeder - @harmj0y & Rohan Vazarkar @CptJesus
During internal penetration tests and red team assessments,
Active Directory remains a key arena for gaining initial
access, performing lateral movement, escalating rights,
and accessing/exfiltrating sensitive data. Over the years,
a completely untapped landscape has existed just below
the surface in the form of Active Directory object control
relationships. Organizational staff come and go, applications
deploy and alter Access Control Entries (ACEs), eventually

creating an entire ecosystem of policy exceptions and
forgotten privileges. Historically, Access Control Lists (ACLs)
have been notoriously difficult and frustrating to analyze both
defensively and offensively, something we hope to change.
In this talk, we will clearly define the Active Directory ACL
attack taxonomy, demonstrate analysis using BloodHound,
and explain how to abuse misconfigured ACEs with
several new PowerView cmdlets. We will cover real world
examples of ACL-only attack paths we have identified on real
assessments, discuss opsec considerations associated with
these attacks, and provide statistics regarding the immense
number of attack paths that open up once you introduce
object control relations in the BloodHound attack graph
(spoiler alert: it’s a LOT). We hope you will leave this talk
inspired and ready to add ACL-based attacks to your arsenal,
and to defensively audit ACLs at scale in your AD domain.

Securing Windows with Group Policy –
Josh Rickard, @MS_dministrator
Group Policy exists in almost every modern business
environment. Many organizations either do not use it or do
not use it as extensively as they should. We all face problems
with securing our environment, but most do not realize
they have the perfect tool to lock down and protect their
organization. Do you understand Group Policy processing?
Did you know you can manage both Active Directory groups
and user rights? What about Logging, running Scheduled
Tasks? Lastly, why do all your Administrative accounts have
extra permissions like Debug Programs? Remember, Group
Policy is basically a larger Enterprise scale registry editor.

A New Take at Payload Generation: EmptyNest – James Cook - @_jbcook & Tom Steele @_tomsteele
As the evolution of endpoint, egress, and network security
controls continues, adversaries and pentesters are finding
it increasingly more difficult to execute malicious payloads
within properly-hardened enterprise networks. Although
tools currently exist to aid in circumventing these controls,
the current state fails to properly account for some of
newest techniques used by these controls. Enter EmptyNest, a command-and-control (C2) toolset created with
circumvention in mind. Empty-Nest was designed to provide
a flexible payload-generation mechanism and pluggable
interface to enable adversaries to easily customize payloads
for targeted security control bypass. Our talk discusses
the Empty-Nest toolset, demonstrating how to leverage
the pluggable interface to create keyed payloads capable of
bypassing new-age, cloud-based binary analysis, unloading
endpoint software DLLs from running processes, customizing
C2 transports, and more.

How we accidentally created our own
RAT/C2/Distributed Computing Network –
Adam Compton & Bill Harshbarger, @tatanus
Rat/C2/Botnet/Distributed Computing… Sure there are
differences, but they all share common attributes and
functionality. In an effort to create a new distributed
computing tool for pentesting, we created a fairly functional

generic tool that comprises the most common functions of
all of these. What to see what it is and how we developed
it? We will be covering everything, in general terms, from
the basics of Master/Slave processing and communication
to coding up a final solution in Python. If you are interested,
please stop by.
2:00 – 2:50 pm

TBD
Defending against PowerShell Attacks –
Lee Holmes - @Lee_Holmes
The security industry is ablaze with news about how
PowerShell is being used by both commodity malware and
attackers alike. Surely there’s got to be a way to defend
yourself against these attacks! In this presentation, we’ll dive
deep into exactly how: from JEA-based operational controls,
to the crazy advanced logging, auditing, and post-processing
capabilities possible with PowerShell. Come learn why the
smart red teams are beginning to abandon PowerShell as an
attack platform.

VMware Escapology: How to Houdini The
Hypervisor – AbdulAziz Hariri - @abdhariri &
Joshua Smith - @kernelsmith
Over the past year, attacks targeting VMware desktop
hypervisors (Workstation, Fusion etc) have been on the rise.
Virtual machines play a crucial role in modern computing.
They are often used to isolate multiple customers with
instances on the same physical server. Virtual machines are
also used by researchers and security practitioners to isolate
potentially harmful code for analysis and review. VMs also
remain important tools for pentesters. Conversely, customer
virtualization can lead to dead ends during a pentest. This
limitation could lead to situations where enterprises fail to
understand the true risk to their virtualized environments.
This presentation provides pentesters the information
and Metasploit modules to weaken or escape the isolation
imposed by VMware hypervisors. Pwn2Own 2017 featured
two full guest-to-host escapes, one of which also affects
VMware ESXi. While a guest-to-host escape is the most
eye-catching way to abuse a hypervisor, there are other,
more subtle abuses as well. This presentation examines
VMware guest-to-host communications, which occur through
the self-titled Backdoor channel. We will also explore some of
the functionalities exposed through the RPC Interface within
Backdoor such as the Drag-n-Drop (DnD) and CopyPaste
mechanisms. We demonstrate how to take advantage of
these mechanisms – without VMware tools installed – to
disclose sensitive information from the host. We’ll also take
a look at the Host-To-Guest file system and demonstrate
how it can be exploited to execute code in the context of the
host. Last, we will analyze a Use-After-Free vulnerability that
affects DnD and we’ll show the exploitation process used to
achieve code execution on the host, from the guest.
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Active Defense for web apps – Grid (aka Scott M)
Attackers can ruin your day...are you ready to turn the tables
on them? Of course you are! Come to my talk to hear about
active defense for web applications. This is usable & practical
stuff that you can do without a big investment of time or
money. Disclaimer: hacking back can get you in trouble, so I
don’t advocate that!!
3:00 – 3:50 pm

Invoke-CradleCrafter: Moar PowerShell
obFUsk8tion & Detection (@(‘Tech’,’niques’) Join’’) – Daniel Bohannon - @danielhbohannon
Attackers, administrators and many legitimate products
rely on PowerShell for their core functionality. However, its
power has made it increasingly attractive for attackers and
commodity malware authors alike. How do you separate the
good from the bad? A/V signatures applied to command line
arguments work sometimes. AMSI-based (Anti-malware
Scan Interface) detection performs significantly better. But
obfuscation and evasion techniques like Invoke-Obfuscation
can and do bypass both approaches. Revoke-Obfuscation is a
framework that transforms evasion into a treacherous deceit.
By applying a suite of unique statistical analysis techniques
against PowerShell scripts and their structures, what was
once a cloak of invisibility is now a spotlight. It works with
.evtx files, command lines, scripts, ScriptBlock logs, Module
logs, and is easy to extend. Approaches for evading these
detection techniques will be discussed and demonstrated.
Revoke-Obfuscation has been used in numerous Mandiant
investigations to successfully identify obfuscated and nonobfuscated malicious PowerShell scripts and commands. It
also detects all obfuscation techniques in Invoke-Obfuscation,
including two new techniques being released with this
presentation.

CredDefense Toolkit – Beau Bullock - @dafthack,
Brian Fehrman - @fullmetalcache & Derek Banks @0xderuke
Pentesting organizations as your day-to-day job quickly
reveals commonalities among environments. Although each
test is a bit unique, there a typical paths to “winning” that
present themselves over and over. Expensive, difficult to
configure, and cumbersome to maintain tools exist to help
prevent and alert on some of these attacks. Wouldn’t it be
great if there was a open-source solution available that was
just the opposite of that? Well here it is! A defense and
alerting toolkit from the perspective of pentesters.

3rd Annual Metasploit Townhall– David “thelightcosine” Maloney - @thelightcosine, Spencer
“ZeroSteiner” McIntyre - @zeroSteiner, & Brent Cook @busterbcook & James “Egyp7” Lee - @egyp7
This will be the third year of the Metasploit Townhall at
DerbyCon. This will be an open forum style panel where
we offer ourselves up to our community. We will answer
questions, take feedback, and talk a little bit about what
we’ve got going on and where we see things going. This is
your chance to come an interact with us face to face in a
setting where we can’t get away!
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IoT Security – Executing an Effective
Security Testing Process – Deral Heiland @percent_x

Purpose Driven Hunt: What do I do with
all this data? – Jared Atkinson - @jaredcatkinson
& Robby Winchester - @robwinchester3

With IoT expected to top 20 billion connected devices by
the end of the decade. A focused effort is critical if we plan
to be successfully securing our new IoT driven world. One
of the primary necessities to meet this goal is to develop
sound methods for identification, and mitigation of security
vulnerabilities within IoT products. As an IoT security
researcher and consultant, I regularly conduct IoT security
testing. Within my testing methodologies I leverage a holistic
approach that focuses on the entire ecosystem of an IoT
solution, including: hardware, mobile, and cloud environments
allowing for a more through evaluation of a solutions security
issues. During this presentation attendees will learn about
the ecosystem structure of IoT and security implication of the
interconnected components as I guide the audience through
several research projects focused on security testing of an
IoT technology. Using live demonstration I will show realworld security vulnerability examples identified within each
segment of an IoT ecosystem

Does your organization want to start Threat Hunting, but
you’re not sure how to begin? Most people start with
collecting ALL THE DATA, but data means nothing if you’re
not able to analyze it properly. This talk focuses on the
often overlooked first step of hunt hypothesis generation
which can help guide targeted collection and analysis of
forensic artifacts. We will demonstrate how to use the
MITRE ATTACK Framework and our five-phase Hypothesis
Generation Process to develop actionable hunt processes,
narrowing the scope of your Hunt operation and avoiding
“analysis paralysis.” We will then walk through a case
study of Golden Ticket detection from concept to technical
execution by way of the Hypothesis Generation Process.
Along the way, we will detail some of the most common
Golden Ticket indicators and will release a new PowerShell
script for extracting Kerberos ticket information without any
dependencies on external binaries.

4:00 – 4:50 pm

PSAmsi - An offensive PowerShell module
for interacting with the Anti-Malware
Scan Interface in Windows 10 – Ryan Cobb @cobbr_io
As use of “fileless” malware using PowerShell to stay in
memory and evade traditional AV file scanning techniques
has increased, Microsoft introduced the AMSI protocol in
Windows 10 to allow AV vendors to scan scripts executing
in memory and prevent execution. With these newer in
memory AV techniques, attackers need tools to help avoid
AV detection of their scripts in memory. PSAmsi uses
PowerShell reflection to load Windows AMSI functions into
memory, allowing an attacker to interact directly with the
interface. We will discuss (and demo!) several use cases
built into PSAmsi (offensive and defensive) for interacting
with the AMSI, including using PSAmsi to automatically,
minimally obfuscate scripts to simultaneously defeat both
AMSI signatures and obfuscation detection techniques.

Steel Sharpens Steel: Using Red Teams
to improve Blue Teams – Christopher Payne @EggDropX
Understanding, anticipating, and identifying the wide array
of evolving threats facing organizations today requires welldeveloped skills, experience, and analytical prowess. Table
top exercises and expensive training courses can only get
you so far. There is no better training method than creating
real world quality adversarial sparring within the control of
your own enterprise. Current Incident Response programs
can integrate Red team exercises to simulate an adversary’s
mindset and tactics, techniques, and procedures (TTPs) to
mature processes, validate system protections and enhance
the skills of staff. Adaptive red team exercises create a cycle
of rapid improvement in both detection and response within
today’s Blue Team programs. We will discuss real world
examples to find deficiencies in staff skills, processes, and
technologies. Along with the metrics and data to back it up.

Fileless Malware - The New “Cyber” –
Edmund Brumaghin & Colin Grady
Buzzwords are the bane of the infosec community. Whether
it’s “cyber” or “APT”, these terms are often used as nothing
more than a way to generate clicks or by marketing teams
to push more blinky lights to customers. “Fileless malware”
is the latest example of this. Attacks leveraging malware
that have been dubbed “fileless malware attacks” have been
generating significant media coverage recently leading many
to wonder what impact these attacks may have on their
organizations or whether they are adequately protected
against them. In many cases these attacks are not truly
fileless and result in various artifacts being written to
targeted systems. In this presentation we will provide a
brief history of fileless malware as well as walk through
some specific examples of malware that makes use of this
approach to infecting systems. We will also cover why
most malware is not actually “fileless”, along with specific
examples of threats that make use of interesting persistence
mechanisms that do not resemble what many have grown
accustomed to seeing from malware.
5:00 – 5:50 pm

CrackMapExec - Owning Active Directory
An ACE in the Hole: Stealthy Host
Persistence via Security Descriptors –
Lee Christensen - @tifkin_, Matt Nelson - @enigma0x3
& Will Schroeder- @harmj0y
Attackers and information security professionals are
increasingly looking at security descriptors and their
ACLs, but most previous work has focused on escalation
opportunities based on ACL implementation flaws and
misconfigurations. However, the nefarious use of security
descriptors as a persistence mechanism is rarely mentioned.
Just like with Active Directory ACLs, it’s often difficult to
determine whether a specific security descriptor was set
intentionally by an IT administrator, intentionally set by an

attacker, or inadvertently set by an IT administrator via a
third-party installation program. This uncertainty decreases
the likelihood of attackers being discovered, granting
attackers a great opportunity to persist on a host and in a
network. We’ll dive deep into ACLs/DACLs/SACLs/ACEs/
Security Descriptors and more, giving you the background
to grasp the capabilities we’re talking about. Then we’ll
describe dive into several case studies that demonstrate how
attackers can use securable object takeover primitives to
maliciously backdoor host-based security descriptors for the
purposes of persistence, including, “gold image” backdooring,
subverting DCOM application permissions, and more. We’ll
conclude with an exhaustive overview of the deployment and
detections of host-based security descriptor backdoors. All
along the way we’ll be releasing new tooling to enumerate,
exploit, and analyze host-based security descriptors.

Introducing DeepBlueCLI v2, now available
in PowerShell and Python – Eric Conrad @eric_conrad
Recent malware attacks leverage PowerShell for post
exploitation. Why? No EXE for antivirus or HIPS to squash,
nothing saved to the filesystem, sites that use application
whitelisting allow PowerShell, and little to no default logging.
Event logs continue to be the best source to centrally hunt
malice in a Windows environment. Virtually all malware may
be detected (including the latest PowerShell-fueled post
exploitation) via event logs, after making small tweaks the
logging configuration. DeepBlueCLI will go toe-to-toe with the
latest attacks: this talk will explore the evidence malware
leaves behind, leveraging Windows command line auditing
(now natively available in Windows 7+) and PowerShell
logging. DeepBlueCLI is an open source framework that
automatically parses Windows event logs, either on Windows
(PowerShell version) or now on ELK (Elasticsearch, Logstash
and Kibana) running on Linux/Unix (Python version). ELK has
revolutionized SIEMs, offering an open source alternative to
expensive commercial solutions, and scaling to sizes many
commercial SIEMs cannot reach.

DanderSpritz: How the Equation Group’s
2013 tools pwn in 2017 – Francisco Donoso @Francisckrs
Everyone has focused on the Equation Group’s “weapons
grade” exploits but no one has focused on their extremely
effective post exploitation capabilities. In this talk I will
cover the tools, methods, and capabilities built into the
DanderSpritz post exploitation framework. We will review
how the Equation Group gained and maintained persistence,
bypassed auditing and AV, scan, sampled, subdued, and
successfully dominated an entire organization ninja-style.
We’ll dig into the technical details of how the framework
gains persistence, performs key logging, captures traffic and
screenshots, steals credentials, gathers target information,
owns AV and WSUS servers, exfiltrates secrets, and causes
general mayhem.
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Hunting Lateral Movement for Fun and
Profit – Mauricio Velazco - @mvelazco
After obtaining an initial foothold on an environment,
attackers are forced to embark in lateral movement
techniques in order to be successful in identifying and
exfiltrating sensitive information. To stay ahead of the bad
guys, the Blue team needs to have a clear understanding
of these techniques as well as the forensic artifacts these
techniques leave behind on the victim hosts. Armed with this
knowledge, we can proactively hunt for lateral movement
in the environment before exfiltration can occur. This
presentation will analyze Lateral Movement from both a Red
and Blue team perspective and introduce Oriana, a lateral
movement hunting tool that can assist the Blue team in
catching the adversary.
6:00 – 6:50 pm

War Stories on Embedded Security:
Pentesting, IoT, Building Managers, and how
to do Better – Dr. Jared DeMott - @jareddemott
If security were easy, we’d have solved it 20 years ago.
Unfortunately for complex networks and systems, we
need the basics and more: developer training, correct
implementation, cross-training, proper deployment, event
monitoring, secure updates, and response planning. It’s a
tall order. But with the right partners, it’s possible. Come
be entertained and encouraged by Dr. DeMott as he shows
some epic fails - that could have been wins.

Run your security program like a boss /
practical governance advice – Justin Leapline @jmleapline & Rockie Brockway - @rockiebrockway
Let’s face it; it’s not easy to run a security governance
program. With the continuing pressure of keeping our
information secure and breach-free while management
doesn’t see the need of increasing budget if there isn’t an
incident occurring or compliance need. So how does someone
in the trenches measure, monitor, and communicate this to
ensure that you get the buy-in needed - or at least get the
acceptance from management on the risk. It’s something
that everyone in a security leadership position struggles
with. Through this talk, we will be discussing some of the key
points in implementing, managing, and creating oversight
to communicate both internally to the security team and
externally with the company. And don’t worry, the points we
will be discussing will be applicable across the board - from
small businesses to Fortune 100s. Also, we will be releasing
some helpful tools in aiding your quest to the nirvana of a
simple security governance program. You don’t want to
miss it!

Defending the Cloud: Lessons from Intrusion
Detection in SharePoint Online – Matt Swann @MSwannMSFT
Over the past four years we’ve tried, failed, and now begun
to succeed at defending the SharePoint Online service. In
my talk, I describe the approaches we tried (focusing on
our existing telemetry; focusing on anomalies; focusing on
adversaries) and how we put into practice an adversaryfocused approach that works. Finally, I describe what we’re
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doing next - using graph analytics to cluster related activity
and building incident response capabilities that allow us
to locate and track an adversary in real-time. I close with
a “hierarchy of needs” that defenders can follow to build
defensive capabilities in their own organization.

(Mostly) Free Defenses Against the Phishing
Kill Chain – Schuyler Dorsey - @mackwage
An enterprise defender does not have an easy role; however
there are many free or cost-effective changes which can be
implemented to significantly reduce or mitigate risk to the
network. Many are simply configuration changes in the security stack you already have. If one alters their thinking from
how to prevent one specific technique to how to prevent each
step of the kill chain, they can have a much greater impact.
This talk will take a practical approach at observing the the
kill chain of an average phishing attack and security controls
you can implement at each step of the way to better prevent
or detect the attack.
7:00 – 7:50 pm

Digital Vengeance: Exploiting the Most
Notorious C&C Toolkits – Waylon Grange @professor__plum
Every year thousands of organizations are compromised
by targeted attacks. In many cases the attacks are labeled
as advanced and persistent which suggests a high level of
sophistication in the attack and tools used. Many times,
this title is leveraged as an excuse that the events were
inevitable or irresistible, as if the assailants’ skill set is well
beyond what defenders are capable of. To the contrary, often
these assailants are not as untouchable as many would
believe. If one looks at the many APT reports that have
been released over the years some clear patterns start to
emerge. A small number of Remote Administration Tools are
preferred by actors and reused across multiple campaigns.
Frequently sited tools include Gh0st RAT, Plug-X, and
XtremeRAT among others. Upon examination, the command
and control components of these notorious RATs are riddled
with vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities that can be exploited to
turn the tables from hunter to hunted. The presentation will
present several exploits that could allow remote execution or
remote information disclosure on computers running these
well-known C&C components. It should serve as a warning to
those actors who utilize such toolsets. That is to say, such
actors live in glass houses and should stop throwing stones.

SATURDAY – 9.23.
9:00 – 9:50 am

Return From The Underworld - The Future
Of Red Team Kerberos – Jim Shaver - @elitest
& Mitchell Hennigan - @mrconan312
This talk discusses Kerberos Key derivation, cracking and the
future of Kerberos, kerberoasting and NTLM. Also discusses
the possibilities for increased knowledge around Kerberos in
the security community.

JReFrameworker: One Year Later –
Benjamin Holland - @daedared
JReFrameworker is a Java bytecode manipulation tool
released at DEFCON 24 that lowers the barrier to entry
for developing Managed Code Rootkits in the Java Virtual
Machine. Bytecode manipulations are written entirely
in source code, removing the need for any pre-requisite
knowledge of bytecode internals and allowing anyone with a
basic working knowledge of Java to develop a sophisticated
rootkit. Following the tool’s original release last year,
development has continued while incorporating community
feedback. Along with the improved documentation, bug
fixes, and rigorous unit testing comes the ability to create
multiphase manipulations, incremental compilation, an
improved Metasploit post module, and integrations into the
Atlas program analysis framework. By including interactive
visual program analysis capabilities, JReFrameworker can
automatically generate payloads for arbitrary programs at
the click of a mouse (think Minority Report meets rootkit
development). Finally, we explore alternate applications of the
framework for reverse engineering and hardening third party
applications. At the end, a special Derbycon release of the
tool, which includes a little something extra, will be revealed.

To Catch a Spy – Tyler Hudak - @secshoggoth
In the first Vault 7 WikiLeaks dump, the documents
discussed several different persistence and anti-RE
techniques that the CIA supposedly uses to avoid detection
and maintain access to systems they compromise. None
of these methods are new or undetectable; in fact, all of
them have been widely used by malware for years. This
talk will discuss each of these techniques, how they work,
and more importantly, how defenders can detect the use
of these techniques in their environments or during their
investigations.

Advanced Threat Hunting – Robert Simmons @MalwareUtkonos
Many threat intelligence teams are small and must make
limited resources work in the most efficient way possible.
The data these teams rely on may be quite high volume
and potentially low signal to noise ratio. The tools used to
collect and exploit this data have finite resources and must
be leveraged at the highest utilization possible. Additionally,
these tools must be applied to the most valuable data first.
This talk presents a process that your team can implement
to make your threat and malware hunting more efficient.
The core of this process uses YARA rules to process files
from an arbitrary source in volume. From that core, it covers
methods of prioritizing the output of the rules based on the
team’s priority and the confidence in the quality of the rules.
Using this process, files are submitted to sandboxes for
automated analysis. The output of each of these systems
is then parsed for certain qualities that would increase
or decrease the value of the information to the team.
Attendees will take away not only a solid process that they
can implement in their own organizations, but also a list of
gotchas and problems that they should avoid.

10:00 – 10:50 am

Memory-Based Library Loading: Someone
Did That Already. – Casey Rosini
The technique of using memory-based library loading
has been around for a number of years. It is available in
different forms and for different operating systems. It has
been popularized in the security-space with long-standing
techniques perhaps even longer than some are aware. And
here I thought that I found or did some new evasion. This talk
discusses a library for Windows that is still maintained but
has been seemingly overlooked for over a decade (or has it?),
and how it can be used against the next-generation securing
of the digitals.

Hidden Treasure: Detecting Intrusions
with ETW – Zac Brown - @zacbrown
Today, defenders consume the Windows Event Log to
detect intrusions. While useful, audit logs don’t capture
the full range of data needed for detection and response.
ETW (Event Tracing for Windows) is an additional source
of events that defenders can leverage to make post-breach
activity more visible in Windows. ETW provides a rich set
of data, largely intended for debugging scenarios. As a side
effect, these traces also have data that is ideal for detecting
potentially malicious behavior, such as raw networking data
and detailed PowerShell data. Unfortunately, the ETW API
is low level and primitive, making it difficult to use at scale
reliably. Because our security team in Office 365 supports
monitoring over 150,000 machines, we needed a reliable
way to consume the events in real-time, while adhering to
strict memory and CPU usage constraints. To accomplish
this, our team built the open-source krabsetw library to
simplify dynamically consuming ETW events. We currently
use this library to collect 6.5TB of data per day, from our
service. In this talk, we’ll discuss a few ETW sources we’ve
found to be high value as well as the detections they enable.
We’ll also demo an example of using krabsetw as well as
some considerations in using ETW in your intrusion detection
pipeline at scale.

Rapid Incident Response with PowerShell –
Mick Douglas - @bettersafetynet
PowerShell shouldn’t just be used by pen testers! Attendees
of this talk will learn how to conduct each phase of the IR
process using PowerShell as a means to increasing the
cadence and completness of their DFIR program.

CHIRON - Home based ML IDS – Rod Soto @rodsoto & Joseph Zadeh - @josephzadeh
CHIRON is an open source python based Machine Learning
framework that applies security analytics to home network
traffic and for dynamic learning of indicators of external
threats and other potential malicious activity. The tool
continuously monitors network traffic and applies machine
learning techniques for adaptive discovery and baselining
of a small user population. Chiron will provide users with
indicator of high risk assets, users and visited sites as well
as identification of malicious sites and payloads. The goal
of Chiron is to provide detection of threats using behavioral
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machine learning techniques. This provide users with a free
lightweight open source tool that does not depend on static
commercial signatures. CHIRON can run on Security Onion
Linux distribution, it uses BRO IDS framework to process
network traffic and does not need production hardware in
order to be deployed. The more storage space allocated to
underlying log data will provide with greater visibility.
12:00 – 12:50 pm

Building the DeathStar: getting Domain
Admin with a push of a button (a.k.a. how
I almost automated myself out of a job) –
Marcello Salvati - @byt3bl33d3r
Ever since the advent of tools like PowerSploit, Empire,
Bloodhound and CrackMapExec pentesting Active Directory
has become a pretty straight forward and repetitive process
for 95% of all the environments that I get dropped into.
This begs the question: can the process of going from an
unprivileged domain user to Domain Admin be automated?
Well obviously, since this talk is a thing, the answer is yes!
Introducing the DeathStar: a Python script that leverages
Empire 2.0’s RESTful API to automate the entire AD
pentesting process from elevating domain rights, spreading
laterally and hunting down those pesky Domain Admins!
This talk will mainly focus on how DeathStar works under
the hood, how to properly defend against it and the most
common AD misconfigurations/vulnerabilities that I see in
almost every environment which allow for this script to be so
effective. It will then conclude with live demos of the tool in
action (which hopefully will not fail miserably) and some final
considerations from yours truly.

How to Hunt for Lateral Movement on
Your Network – Ryan Nolette
Once inside your network, most cyber-attacks go sideways.
They progressively move deeper into the network, laterally
compromising other systems as they search for key assets
and data. Would you spot this lateral movement on your
enterprise network? In this training session, we review
the various techniques attackers use to spread through
a network, which data sets you can use to reliably find
them, and how data science techniques can be used to help
automate the detection of lateral movement.

Windows Rootkit Development: Python
prototyping to kernel level C2 – R.J. McDown
- @BeetleChunks
Red teams are always looking for new ways to persist on
hosts that could potentially take several days to compromise.
The necessity for reliable, stealthy persistence is highlighted
when the compromised target is the initial foothold into the
internal target network. Common methods and tools used to
persist on compromised hosts will be briefly covered before
diving into developing custom software operating at the user
and kernel level. A couple of opensource projects, and their
APIs, will be introduced that make it possible to interact with
kernel level drivers from user-mode programs. Both, Python
and C APIs are available, allowing for Python prototyping
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before moving to C, a compiled language. This is great for
testing and researching new features, as design flaws can be
worked through quicker. Lastly, a demonstration will be given
of evading event logs, subverting host firewall configurations,
hiding active C2 network connections from the OS, spawning
arbitrary sessions (PowerShell Empire, Metasploit, etc.), and
harvesting credentials from network traffic.

Blue Team Keeping Tempo with Offense –
Casey Smith - @subTee & Keith McCammon - @kwm
Red: Forgot about slinging binaries, and set aside
Powershell. What does it take to level attacks against
an enterprises that take a positive approach to endpoint
telemetry and security: application whitelisting, exploit
mitigation, virtualization-based security? Blue: Forget
about static indicators, and assume that even the most
clever patterns of attack depend on awareness of a specific
technique (albeit not a specific implementation). What does
it take to build a defensive strategy that assumes as little as
possible, favoring suppression of the good over alerting to
the bad?
1:00 – 1:50pm

Modern Evasion Techniques – Jason Lang @curi0usJack
As pentesters, we are often in need of working around
security controls. In this talk, we will reveal ways that we
bypass in-line network defenses, spam filters (in line and
cloud based), as well as current endpoint solutions. Some
techniques are old, some are new, but all work in helping to
get a foothold established. Defenders: might want to come
to this one.

Kali Linux? – Johnny Long - @ihackstuff
What is Kali Linux? People outside our industry think it’s cool
thanks to Elliot and Angela. Insiders have referred to it as
“the new version of Backtrack” or “the ISO with all the hacking
tools”. Kali Linux has been evolving for over a decade and has
become a staple in our industry, but few people really know
what it’s capable of. As a Kali Linux insider, I’ll give you the
real scoop. We’ll dig deep into some of Kali’s little-known and
powerful features and cover some potent spinoffs including
the “nexmonPi” and the wicked-cool android-based NetHunter
that is so much more than “Kali in your pocket”. There’s far
too much cool stuff to reveal in the writeup, but I’ll share
plenty of insight, free tips and training resources designed to
help you “Master the Penetration Testing Distribution”.

Peekaboo! I Own You. Owning Hundreds of
Thousands Vulnerable Devices with only two
HTTP packets – Amit Serper - @0xAmit
Imagine that you’ve purchased your small a cheap ip security
camera to feel just a little better with your own physical
security. Now imagine that the people who designed that
camera know nothing about secure programming, security
or programming at all. Imagine that your precious camera
can be hijacked into a botnet with only two HTTP packets.
This presentation details two severe zero-day vulnerabilities

that we’ve discovered (CVE-2017-5674-5) is a commonly
available, white-label IP camera sold by many vendors
(we ordered 40 models of cameras from 40 different
merchants). Exploiting these vulnerabilities would have
allowed us to get a root shell on hundreds of thousands of
devices with just two HTTP packets (per device of course).
While IoT hacking isn’t new, this presentation will give you a
good example of what security on embedded devices looks
like in today’s Mirai botnet world and how painfully easy it is
to find severely alarming vulnerabilities on such devices. I’ll
walk through all the steps in our research, from hardware
hacking to firmware dumping to just plain ol’ reversing.
I’ll demo the exploits and explain, step by step, where the
developers went wrong, what could have been done to avoid
this situation and why this problem is so severe. There will
be root shells, there will be exploits, there will be tears.

Burping for Joy and Financial Gain –
Tim “lanmaster53” Tomes - @lanmaster53

Data Mining Wireless Survey Data with
ELK – Matthew Verrette - @cyberasfvck

Scrumy Security: Getting stuff done –
Moey - @securitymoey

Over the past few years the community has talked about
collecting wireless signals, but there has been very little
on analyzing this data. Using the ELK stack I’d like to data
mine wireless survey and sensor data, to see what patterns
emerge.
2:00 – 2:50 pm

FM, and Bluetooth, and Wifi... Oh My! –
Aaron Lafferty - @zenrandom
Our organizations utilize radio frequencies (RF) on a daily
basis. These signals surround us, travel through us, and
often move beyond the physical and logical boundaries that
we have established to protect our organizations. What is
RF saying about your organization or client? How do you find
out? What tools and processes do you need to find out the
radio frequencies your organization or client uses. What
information can you find and where do you find it?

Common Assessment Mistakes Pen Testers
and Clients Should Avoid – Brent White @brentwdesign & Tim Roberts - @zanshinh4x
Penetration assessments can be a stressful time for those
involved. It’s a moment where the network admins find out
if the network they manage, or maybe even helped to build,
holds up against simulated attacks. Or, it’s a moment as a
pen tester where you can help the client and strengthen their
security posture, or screw things up by making a mistake
- potentially losing a client and giving your company a black
eye. However, this shouldn’t be a stressful time. As a client,
it is important to understand why the test is taking place and
how this helps. As a pentester it is important that you know
what you are doing, need to ask for and aren’t just going in
blind or throwing the kitchen sink at the network. This talk is
to highlight common issues that we’ve either encountered or
have have been vented to about from both the penetration
tester’s side of the assessment as well as the client’s side.
We’d like to bring these issues to light to hopefully help
ensure a more smooth assessment “experience” for all
parties involved.

If you do application security and don’t use Burp Suite, then
you’re likely doing it wrong. If you do use Burp Suite, then
you know that Burp is chock full of features that are either
counterintuitive in their placement or complicated to use.
In this talk, my goal is to leverage experience gained from
years in the field with Burp Suite to demystify some obscure
features of Burp and share unintended ways I use the tool to
be a more effective and efficient application security tester.
As a PortSwigger Burp Suite Training Partner, I have the
privilege of teaching students with many different levels of
exposure to Burp Suite. One thing remains consistent across
all of the students in my classes; Regardless of skill level,
they all walk away with something that makes them more
proficient with Burp Suite. I’m confident you will too.

The Information Security professional’s job is never done!
Information Security teams must span the remainder of
the IT organization to cover all sorts of issues, such as
systems, storage, applications, network and vulnerability
management, etc. They are tasked to resolve these issues
and maintain high-availability with often a fraction of the staff
needed. There are some estimates which show the ratio
of IT to Security personnel as high as 100:3. This leads to
our security team members feeling they never get anything
done; which leads to burnout (a topic we continue to hear
about). So what do we do? We need to find a new way to
work in Information Security! A way in which we know we are
resolving issues while maintaining a strong security posture
and keeping high-availability on systems. A At the same time,
we need to have a measurable way to show our progress
accomplishing these tasks. In this presentation, we will
discuss how we can apply Scrum to our Information Security
teams to address and resolve the mounting issues against
them and how we use this methodology to get to ‘DONE’!
3:00 – 3:50 pm

Detect Me If You Can – Ben Ten - @Ben0xA
As long as there is a “Patch Tuesday”, and software has
bugs, there will always be an attack vector to which defensive
controls are unable to defend. This is because most
defensive strategies have focused on stopping attacks at
their initial vector. In this talk, I will go over how I attack and
bypass most deflection controls and go under the detection
radar. I will then highlight the areas where defenders can
begin to build a detection defense which will identify attacker
behavior regardless of the initial vector. I will run through
attacks I have used, which bypass several deflective controls,
and show you how you can create detection controls to
detect me; that is, if you can.
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Everything I Need To Know About Security
I Learned From Watching Kung Fu Movies –
Paul Asadoorian - @securityweekly
Whether you are a fan of Kung Fu movies or not, this will
be an entertaining and informative look at various aspects
of computer security. We’ll discuss how to learn computer
security, the student & teacher dynamics, practical security
tactics for defense and offense and explore some of the
political and social aspects of security. Whether you are
trying to break into the field of security, trying to defend your
network from attackers or just plain want to be a better
security professional, this is the talk for you. More detailed
topics will include: Your teacher may be reluctant to teach
you, The consequences of taking shortcuts in your training,
There will always be adversaries more skilled than you, The
best defense is to have a good offense, The “softer” skills
will more likely than not lead to victory, Heroes don’t always
start out as such

POP POP RETN ; An Introduction to
Writing Win32 Shellcode – Christopher
Maddalena - @cmaddalena
If you have ever worked with an exploit or Metasploit, you
have probably used shellcode, but do you know how it is
made? This talk has been designed to walk you through the
ins and outs of basic shellcode, with a focus on Windows
and the x86 architecture. There will be a review of the basic
computer science behind shellcode, a look under the hood
of msfvenom works and how you can recreate msfvenom’s
shellcode in Assembly, and then a walkthrough and a demo
of how you can create a custom connectback stager using
Assembly.

Web Application testing - approach and
cheating to win – Jim McMurry - @jmcmurry,
Lee Neely - @lelandneely & Chelle Clements
As security professionals we are often called upon to assess
the security of web delivered applications and/or services.
Not all of us have either experience or a methodology for
responding to this type of assessment request. Web based
applications and services are the key technologies behind
modern service delivery. And their security, or lack thereof,
can make or break a company. We will lay out an approach
to follow including tools to help with the assessment
throughout each step of the process. We will discuss free
and commercial products that can assist the assessment
process. The user will leave with information they can take
back to their home organization to serve as a foundation for
either an ad-hoc or ongoing capability.
4:00 – 4:50 pm

Full-Contact Recon – int0x80 (of Dual Core) @dualcoremusic & savant - @savant42
Imagine starting your pentest with a shell. Better yet, a
shell with privileges. Skip the web app. Forget bruteforcing.
Hackers often take the path of least resistance, and so
should you. Not a pentester? You can still do this, and
defend your infrastructure. Full-Contact Recon will guide the
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audience through practical information looting from public
sources like Travis-CI, GitHub, Data.com, and popular social
platforms (LinkedIn, Twitter, etc). We will also release three
tools to streamline the process. Coupled with experiences
from actual red team operations; we will show you several
ways to make your first connection a privileged shell.

Revoke-Obfuscation: PowerShell Obfuscation
Detection (And Evasion) Using Science –
Lee Holmes - @Lee_Holmes & Daniel Bohannon @danielhbohannon
Attackers, administrators and many legitimate products
rely on PowerShell for their core functionality. However, its
power has made it increasingly attractive for attackers and
commodity malware authors alike. How do you separate the
good from the bad? A/V signatures applied to command line
arguments work sometimes. AMSI-based (Anti-malware
Scan Interface) detection performs significantly better. But
obfuscation and evasion techniques like Invoke-Obfuscation
can and do bypass both approaches. Revoke-Obfuscation is a
framework that transforms evasion into a treacherous deceit.
By applying a suite of unique statistical analysis techniques
against PowerShell scripts and their structures, what was
once a cloak of invisibility is now a spotlight. It works with
.evtx files, command lines, scripts, ScriptBlock logs, Module
logs, and is easy to extend. Approaches for evading these
detection techniques will be discussed and demonstrated.
Revoke-Obfuscation has been used in numerous Mandiant
investigations to successfully identify obfuscated and nonobfuscated malicious PowerShell scripts and commands. It
also detects all obfuscation techniques in Invoke-Obfuscation,
including two new techniques being released with this
presentation.

What A Long Strange Trip It’s Been –
Jim Nitterauer - @jnitterauer
Every day we are bombarded with news from every direction
warning of impending doom for those connected to the thing
we call the Internet. The InfoSec community banters about
the Twitters discussing, dissecting and dissing those upon
whom misfortune has fallen while forgetting that they too
might one day suffer the same fate. George Santayana said
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to
repeat it.” Many in the community are far too young, have
far too little history under their belts and spend little time
understanding the path we all took to get to where we are
today. This talk relates the path I’ve taken from a being a
degreed Biologist and Microbiologist through starting several
Internet services companies to my current position. I’ll relate
my failures and successes during that journey to the state of
tech at that point in time examining common practices of the
day that now seem ludicrous by today’s standards. The goal
will be to help everyone learn some history from someone
who has been there so that we might start using that
knowledge as a lens to help us better understand the current
state of our industry and make better decisions moving
forward. After all, what we view as standard, prudent and
cutting edge today might not appear that way to those who
come after us. Seeing where we have once been might help
us really appreciate how far we have come! Come join me in
a twenty plus year trip down memory lane.

When IoT Research Matters – Mark Loveless @simplenomad
Most IoT research involves low hanging fruit and kitchen
appliances. But what happens when the tech you are
researching is changing a niche industry, or creating one?
This involves a little deeper dive. This talk illustrates some
basic concepts and includes some tips on how to make that
dive slightly deeper, with examples of hacking tool usage,
going above and beyond with a vendor during disclosure, and
creating realistic attack scenarios without coming across as
mere stunt hacking.
5:00 – 5:50 pm

Not a Security Boundary: Bypassing User
Account Control – Matt Nelson - @enigma0x3
Microsoft’s User Account Control feature, introduced in
Windows Vista, has been a topic of interest to many in
the security community. Since UAC was designed to force
user approval for administrative actions, attackers (and red
teamers) encounter UAC on nearly every engagement. As a
result, bypassing this control is a task that an actor often
has to overcome, despite its lack of formal designation as a
security boundary. This talk highlights what UAC is, previous
work by others, research methodology, and details several
technical UAC bypasses developed by the author.

Reverse Engineering Hardware via the
HRES – @joff_thyerTimothy Wright - @redteam_hacker
The Hardware Reverse Engineering Stanardard or HRES
has been designed to provide security engineers with a
framework to reverse engineer hardware and make the
process repeatable and measurable. The process follows the
same high level process structure as the PTES but focuses
on testing and reversing embedded systems and firmware.
My presentation will present the process and all online
documentation to the security community for feedback and
acceptance.

Game On! Using Red Team to Rapidly
Evolve Your Defenses – Joff Thyer - @joff_thyer
& Pete Petersen - @ccmpete
This talk will be an enjoyable conversation with good beer,
great bourbon, and terrific friends who are reliving the
journey of infosec maturity from the perspective of both a
penetration testing company and their client over a three
year period. Details of various engagements will be discussed
along with post-mortem analysis, lessons learned, as well
as resulting mitigation tactics and defensive strategies. We
will discuss the outcomes at each stage of rendered service
and how both client and vendor adjusted their approach to
re-engage again and again. The engagement culminates in
Red Team exercises that clearly demonstrate the infosec
evolution of the client. The talk will leave the defensive
audience with a sense of hope, a list of achievable goals,
and several tactics. The red team with get a glimpse into
the maw of the blue future and the value of their tradecraft.
Special brief guest appearances and commentary are
expected from others in the community that assisted the
client along the way as well.

I want my EIP – Mike Saunders - @hardwaterhacker
When I started learning buffer overflows, I thought it was
something everybody else already knew. But the reality is,
there are lots of us, just like me, who want to know more
but are either overwhelmed by the idea that buffer overflows
are beyond their capabilities or just don’t know where to
get started. This is a 101-level talk; we’ll talk about how
a buffer overflow works, how to fuzz an app to identify an
overflow opportunity, and how to create a simple overflow
that will result in a compromise of a target system. If you
can already smash the stack, spray the heap, and write ROP
chains in your sleep, this isn’t the talk for you. If you want to
learn more about how simple buffer overflows work and how
to write them, this talk is for you. When you leave, you will
have the information necessary to help you write your first
overflow when you walk out the door.
6:00 – 6:50 pm

Victim Machine has joined #general: Using
Third Party APIs as C&C Infrastructure. –
Stephen Hilt & Lord Alfred Remorin - @sjhilt
The popularity of third party chat applications is on the
rise for both personal and enterprise use. They provide the
ability to send brief messages similar to previously popular
platforms such as ICQ, AIM, and even IRC. However, one
of the main reasons they are being adopted is due to their
functionality and cost. The challenge is that these same
benefits are attracting cybercriminals to the services.
Cybercriminals are utilizing legitimate chat services as
command and control channels to facilitate malicious activity.
To achieve this, actors are using the platforms’ API services
to integrate custom applications within the chat platforms.
On most of these platforms, “bots” are automated scripts
that are running on a remote machine to provide integrated
information, including anything from a cat fact and meme
creation, to running OS commands. The APIs allow for
flexibility to listen for an action and then perform a task
based on the information. Threat actors are taking notice
of this and utilizing API functions for command and control.
This talk will delve into the API functions, and how malware
and cybercriminals are utilizing these functions as command
and control capabilities. Attendees will understand how to
identify, mitigate and prevent such communications from
happening in their own organizations.

Anatomy of a Medical Device Hack- Doctors
vs. Hackers in a Clinical Simulation Cage
Match – Joshua Corman - @joshcorman, Christian
Dameff MD MS - @cdameffmd, Jeff Tully MD - @jefftullymd
& Beau Woods - @beauwoods
In the near future, a crisis unfolds at a hospital: patients
on automated drug infusion machines overdose, hacked
insulin pumps lead to car crashes, and internal defibrillators
flatline weakened hearts. Clinical staff are unprepared and
ill equipped to treat these complications, as they are all
unaware of the true culprits behind the crisis. A state of
emergency is declared, the public demands answers, and
policymakers scramble to preserve national trust. This was
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the scenario that played out in first-of-their-kind clinical
simulations carried out in June, and the results were scary
yet unsurprising: health care cybersecurity is in critical
condition. It’s been a long four years since the guiding ideals
and message of The Cavalry was tempered from the forge
that was the first Hacker Constitutional Congress (hosted
in these very halls at DerbyCon 3). The battle continues to
ensure that technologies capable of impacting public safety
and human life remain worthy of our trust, and no battlefield
looms larger than the healthcare space. Despite important
steps toward change- from the Hippocratic Oath for
Connected Medical Devices to the just-published Health Care
Industry Cybersecurity Task Force Report- recent events
remind us that the dual pillars of healthcare technologypatient facing medical devices and the infrastructure that
supports clinical practice- remain as vulnerable and exposed
as ever. Join Josh Corman and Beau Woods of I am The
Cavalry as they team up with Christian Dameff, MD, and Jeff
Tully, MD- two “white coat hackers” working to save patient
lives at the bedside- to share lessons learned from the
world’s first ever clinical simulations of patients threatened
by hacked medical devices. By bringing the technical work
done by security researchers you know and love to life and
demonstrating the profound impact to patient physiology
from compromised devices, these life-like simulations
provide a powerful avenue to engage with stakeholder groups
including clinicians and policymakers, and may represent the
new standard for hackers looking to demonstrate the true
impact and importance of their biomedical work.

TBA – Ryan McFarlane

SUNDAY – 9.24.
10:00 – 10:50 am

Aiding Static Analysis: Discovering
Vulnerabilities in Binary Targets through
Knowledge Graph Inferences – John Toterhi @cetfor
Static analysis is the foundation of vulnerability research
(VR). Even with today’s advanced genetic fuzzers, concolic
analysis frameworks, emulation engines, and binary
instrumentation tools, static analysis ultimately makes or
breaks a successful VR program. In this talk, we will explore
a method of enhancing our static analysis process using the
GRAKN.AI implementation of Google’s knowledge graph and
explore the semantics from Binary Ninja’s Medium Level
static single assignment (SSA) intermediate language (IL)
to perform inference queries on binary-only targets to
identify vulnerabilities.

IDAPython: The Wonder Woman of
Embedded Device Reversing – Maddie Stone @maddiestone
Ready to learn why and how to leverage IDAPython to take
hundreds of hours off of the time required to statically
analyze the firmware of embedded devices? Tired of only
being able to find IDAPython examples for x86 and ARM?
Frustrated with developing analysis tools that can only
apply to one architecture? Then this talk is for you! This
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talk first discusses some important differences between
the analysis process of applications and firmware images.
It then shows how to use IDAPython to address these
differences when analyzing firmware images running on a
variety of microcontroller architectures. I will then explain
and demonstrate a general toolkit of IDAPython scripts I
wrote to triage, analyze, and annotate a firmware image’s
IDA database for more efficient static analysis. The key focus
is writing the scripts to be architecture-agnostic so that you
have a toolkit that can be used repeatedly on each new target
firmware image. All demonstrated and discussed scripts are
available open-source at https://github.com/maddiestone/
IDAPythonEmbeddedToolkit.

Windows Event Logs -- Zero 2 Hero –
Nate Guagenti - @neu5ron & Adam Swan - @acalarch
In this talk you will be shown logging, consuming, and
analyzing (on a small & large scale) WMI tracing logs,
Windows Event Logs, PowerShell logs, Cuckoo malware
sandbox Windows logs (to give yourself new ideas/hunts),
and more. Everything shown is free (granted you have
1-2+ available Windows Licenses) and can be setup and
deployed in less than a day (Zero 2 Hero). You will have a
demonstration of immediate benefits for active/historical
breach detection, sysadmin, helpdesk, and forensics for
windows hosts. Demonstrations will also be shown for
things, that would be a supplement to Sysmon, such as once
an “entity” already has DomainAdmin creds ( ie: detecting
https://www.harmj0y.net/blog/activedirectory/the-mostdangerous-user-right-you-probably-have-never-heard-of/ ).
Slides and scripts will be released immediately after the
presentation (git commit+push cronjob).

Atombombing and Other Obfuscation Your EDR may be broken – Martin Brough @hackerninja
informative talk about the Atombombing exploit in Windows,
the reverse engineering of the many samples I have done and
how this and other go unseen by EDRs.
11:00 – 11:50 am

Evading Autoruns – Kyle Hanslovan @KyleHanslovan & Chris Bisnett - @ChrisBisnett
When it comes to offense, maintaining access to your
endpoints is a key. For defenders, it’s equally important
to discover these footholds within your network. During
this talk, Kyle and Chris will expose several semi-public
and private techniques used to evade the most common
persistence enumeration tools. Their techniques will explore
ways to re-invent the run key, unconventionally abuse search
order, and exploit trusted applications. To complement their
technical explanations, each bypass will include a live demo
and recommendations for detection.

Love is in the Air - DFIR and IDS for WiFi
Networks – Lennart Koopmann - @_lennart
Every company uses wireless networks in some way and
asking for the WiFi password, simply expecting a wireless
network to be present, is the new normal. We are constantly

surrounded by dozens of devices, constantly blasting
out wireless packets that are not only full of interesting
information but also unencrypted. The WiFi attack vector has
been identified a long time ago and the famous Wifi Pineapple
devices make it possible to exploit issues with the 802.11
WiFi standard even without strong wireless expertise. To
make things worse, access point logs are rarely centralized
and even if they are, they don’t contain information that could
let you spot an attack early. This talk explains important
parts of the 802.11 standard, how it can be exploited and
how to collect wireless frames using my Open Source tool
“”nzyme””. Nzyme collects important 802.11 frames and
sends them into the Open Source log management tool
Graylog. We will demo a Graylog filled with 802.11 frames
and show IDS and DFIR use-cases like spotting rogue access
points or certain attack patterns.

Gone In 59 Seconds - High Speed Backdoor
Injection via Bootable USB – Piotr Marszalik @addenial & Michael Wrzesniak - @0x1CED
Gaining physical access was trivial, but now the computer
is locked (or off) and time is running out…the “SmuggleBus”
allows us to take advantage of unencrypted drives to quickly
collect local password hashes and implant the backdoor of
our choice without modifying any system binaries - all from a
bootable USB and in a matter of seconds.

Kinetic to Digital: Terrorism in the Digital
Age – Kyle Wilhoit - @lowcalspam
Terrorists have found novel ways to circumvent typical
security controls. Examples of these activities come in
many forms and can be found everywhere—from using
vulnerabilities in software, websites, and web applications as
attack vectors, defacing websites to further their political or
idealogical viewpoints, all the way to utilizing social networks
to convey their messages. No matter what technology or
service rolls out in the future, there will always be room
for abuse. Terrorist organizations, while taking plays from
organized cybercrime or state sponsored entities, are
completely different then their counterparts in their methods,
ideologies, and motivational factors. Looking closer at
terrorist ecosystems, we attempt to understand terrorist
organization’s abuse of technology and online platforms to
benefit their cause. We will focus on their methodologies,
their use of the “darkweb”, the services they abuse, and the
tools they’ve homebrewed to streamline said abuse so that
their followers can facilitate their activities much more easily.
We will also track financials on the “deep web” attempting
to locate financial records of these organizations while also
attempting to understand how these organizations are
leveraging the “deep web.” We will dive deeply into each of
the technologies and how they are used, showing live demos
of the tools in use.
12:00 – 12:50 pm

MitM Digital Subscriber Lines – Marcus Gruber
& Marco Lux @user_to_root

the middle on those installations. This research is shows
how it is possible to sniff data at DSL lanes without being the
ISP or owner of the Modem. For this we have experimented
with different ADSL/VDSL lines and build a sniffer which is
capable of sniffing all communication up layer two between
the ISP and CPE. The sniffer can be attached at the copper
lanes directly.

Going Deep and Empowering Users - PCAP
Utilities and Combating Phishing in a new
way – Joseph M Siegmann - @MiddleSiggy
In this day and age IDS/IPS sensors which just are not
enough to detect and stop all of the threats. We need to go
all the way the the packet layer. Joseph Siegmann, CISO, is
going to share one approach to enhancing the signature level
alerts, and demonstrate real world solutions for malware
hunting and automation through the use of full packet
captures, along with sharing some custom tools, to enhance
any security operation. Joe will also share a new approach
to Phishing, and how we can empower the end users when it
comes to handling the many phishing events that happen on
a daily basis.

SniffAir – An Open-Source Framework
for Wireless Security Assessments –
Matthew Eidelberg - @Tyl0us
SniffAir is an open-source wireless security framework. Its
primary purpose is to provide pentesters, systems admins,
or others eager about wireless security a way to collect,
manage, and analyze wireless traffic. SniffAir was born out
of the hassle of managing large or multiple pcap files while
thoroughly cross-examining and analyzing the traffic, looking
for potential security flaws or malicious traffic. We created
SniffAir to collect all the traffic broadcasted, grouping them
by Client or Access Point. SniffAir can be instructed to
parse the information based on rules created by the user.
These rules help define the scope. Using these rules, SniffAir
moves the in-scope data to a new set of tables, allowing
the framework to compare against the original table for
anomalies. The user can then perform queries, which display
the information required in a clear and concise manner –
perfect for facilitating attacks.

Hacking Blockchains – Aaron Hnatiw - @insp3ctre
More than just the system behind Bitcoin, blockchain is
a new technology that has the potential to change the
financial industry and beyond. But what is it, really? And
what should you be aware of when looking to implement
blockchain technology into your organization? This talk will
cover the fundamentals of how blockchains work, newer
implementations and variations on the original Bitcoin
specification, and finally, the security implications inherent
in the technology. Both vulnerabilities and mitigations will be
covered, as well as developing methods to audit the security
of any blockchain implementation. Whether you are building
the next blockchain technology or looking to implement
blockchain into your organization, this talk will leave you with
the fundamental knowledge you need to do so securely.

Digital Subscriber Lines (DSL) are one of the major ways for
interconnecting homes and companies with the internet. Yet
there was no public research to sniff the traffic as a man in
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1:00 – 1:50 pm

Jumping the Fence: Comparison and
Improvements for Existing Jump Oriented
Programming Tools – John Dunlap - @johndunlap2
Stuck on a difficult exploit payload where you simply cannot
use the stack to hold your exploit payload? Jump Oriented
Programming (“JOP”) may hold the key to your success, but
the way forward may not be so simple. The main focus of this
talk will describing existing ROP compiler support for Jump
Oriented Programming techniques, and will feature proposals
for improved support across several tools and architectures.

We’re going on a Threat Hunt, Gonna find
a bad-guy. – Todd Sanders - @nullkrysus
Let’s do some hunting! This talk will dive into a big buzz word
that vendors and providers are throwing around with golden
fish hooks. No, not confefe. Threat Hunting! How new of a
concept is threat hunting? What does it really mean to hunt,
and how are organizations deploying their hunters? Are we
going on a bear hunt? This presentation will attempt to give
viewers several resources into threat hunting, help demystify
the sales lingo from the vendors, and check in with reality
from the words of actual threat hunters (plus the meme’s, as
many as possible).

Become the Puppet Master - the battle of
cognition between man and machine – Michael
Robinson - @chief_m1ke & Joseph Oney - @joeoney
How do you approach an investigation? How do you deal with
large amounts of data? How do you know which questions
to ask and which evidence may hold the answers? As
defenders, we will reflect on the strengths and success of
human analysis. We will also speak to the appeal of further
leveraging the strengths of computers. This talk will compare

our cognitive abilities and where it intersects with the
introduction of Machine Learning, AI, and neural networks.
We will share our limited understanding of years working
with human analysts, of time learning and working with
systems related to Data Science and how we perceive a gap
will remain.

Winning (and Quitting) the Privacy Game:
What it REALLY takes to have True Privacy
in the 21st Century; or How I learned to
give in and embrace EXIF tags – Tim
MalcomVetter - @malcomvetter
The privacy vs. technology debate rages on. So many people
say they want “total privacy,” but so few people are *actually*
willing to put in the effort it takes to achieve it. They expect
total privacy while still embracing modernity. I took the
challenge and forced my wife and kids to come along, too,
managing to lawfully remove all associations between my
identity and my actual physical address, save for two obscure
databases—still, that was enough to stifle a whole slew of
invited hackers and law enforcement officers from winning a
table stakes game: learning the physical address where we put
our heads on our pillows every night for the past few years,
despite the fact that we still used technology, social media,
and paid electric bills. The “game” is over now and we’ve
called it quits. We could continue, but it’s incredibly difficult
and taxing. Turns out, living life with total privacy between
physical and digital requires tons of planning, discipline,
money, time, and sacrifice, but it was a fun exercise and
learning experience. Come to this talk to live the private life
vicariously through me. Learn how we did it, how we nearly
blew it (several times), and just how amazingly difficult it really
is, especially if you have friends, extended family, or … kids!
Become jaded on the future of privacy or leave motivated to
uproot your loved ones to try it out for yourselves.

STABLE TALKS DESCRIPTIONS

12:00 – 12:25 pm

Eye on the Prize - a Proposal for the
Legalization of Hacking Back – Adam Hogan @adamwhogan
The myriad objections to legalizing hacking back all agree
that an undisciplined horde of skids responding aggressively
to every threat presents significant risks we would all like to
avoid. Unfortunately the debate has advanced little from this
well established point. I propose we continue the discussion
by exploring ways in which hacking back can be legalized
responsibly. To this end I argue that stopping piracy in the
age of sail shared a number of the same problems we face
stopping cyber attackers. This also presents a framework
with which to allow responsible hacking back: that of the
Admiralty Prize Courts. Prize Courts served as adjudicators
to the legitimacy of capturing pirates, and held illegitimate
attackers responsible for their misdeeds. This system limited
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1:30 – 1:55 pm

Bots, Trolls, and Warriors: The Modern
Adversary Playbook – Andrea Little Limbago @limbagoa
Adversaries increasingly integrate ‘traditional’ computer
attack vectors with advances in automation and the power
of disinformation to reach a wider range of targets and
achieve a wider range of objectives. Increasingly, these
bots, trolls and warriors are employed simultaneously to
achieve strategic impact and surprise. Bots reflect the
implementation of automation and machine learning, and
manifest in everything from widespread DDoS to malvertising
to social bots. Trolls represent groups or individuals who
leverage online forums to influence opinions, perspectives,
and achieve specific objectives. Finally, cyber warriors
are increasingly brazen and leverage both tried and true
techniques as well as highly customized attacks. To counter
this playbook, defenders must similarly pursue sociotechnical innovations. The stakes are high, as it has farreaching impact on stability, democracy, security and
privacy for the foreseeable future.
2:00 – 2:25 pm

DerbyCon VII

FRIDAY – 9.22.

Server that can be used to avoid detection and maintain
persistence during red team engagements. We’ll also
talk about automating attacks through PowerShell Empire
and PowerUpSQL. This will include a review of command
execution through custom extended stored procedures,
CLR assemblies, WMI providers, R scripts, python scripts,
agent jobs, and custom ole objects. We’ll also dig into some
new integrations with PowerShell Empire. All code and slide
decks will be released during the presentation. This should be
interesting to blue teamers looking for a faster way to test
their detective control capabilities and red teamers looking
for a practical way to avoid detection while trying to maintain
access to their target environments.

who was legally allowed to attack pirates, held control over
the viable targets, and controlled the incentives for pirate
hunting. I will argue this is a system we can emulate to
regulate hacking back.
12:30 – 12:55 pm

Building Better Backdoors with WMI –
Alexander Leary - @0xbadjuju
This presentation will provide a brief overview of WMI, and
how creating WMI providers can be leveraged to create
a reliable and covert persistence mechanism for offensive
security professionals to use.
1:00 – 1:25 pm

Beyond xp_cmdshell: Owning the Empire
through SQL Server – Alexander Leary @0xbadjuju & Scott Sutherland - @_nullbind
During this presentation, we’ll cover interesting techniques
for executing operating system commands through SQL

DFIR Redefined – Russ McRee - @holisticinfosec
Those of us who operate within the constructs of digital
forensics and incident response understand the nuances of
the related acronym (DFIR) intimately. This presentation will
offer insight on a slightly different take on DFIR using R, the
open source programming language and software environment
for statistical computing and graphics. Forensics and incident
response both suffer from, and can benefit from, the data
explosion. That said, modern DFIR programs are obligated
to embrace and attempt to master security data science.
Doing so effectively can lead to vastly improved visualization,
and behavioral analysis. We’ll discuss such opportunities
and provide an overview of some basic tools, tactics and
procedures to get you started. Code examples will be included
and shared for practice and exploration.
2:30 – 2:55 pm

Building Google for Criminal Enterprises –
Anthony Russell - @DotNetRussell
I was able to create a proof of concept application that
scrubs a recreation of the Ohio Voter Database, and link
each entry confidently to its real owners Facebook page. By
doing this I have created a method by which you can use the
Voter Database to seed you with name address and DOB,

and Facebook to hydrate that information with personal
information. My application was able to positively link a voter
record to a Facebook account approximately 45% of the time
with a high confidence score. Extrapolate that out, over the
6.5 million records in my database and you get 2.86 million
Ohio resident Facebook records.
3:00 – 3:25 pm

V!4GR4: Cyber-Crime, Enlarged – Koby Kilimnik
- @KernelXSS
Trafficking of counterfeit pharmaceuticals is a massive
industry, and have been known for its persistent usage
of different blackhat techniques in order to maintain its
operation. A large part of those attempts are web application
attacks, which are used in order to operate a huge network
which generates substantial income to its operators. In this
session we’re going to introduce some of the main Methods
of Operation for these groups, estimate the size of this
operation, and why it matters. We will walk through real
attack data, to see some of the latest attacks generated by
these organizations, and discuss how organizations can be
better protected against those attacks.
4:00 – 4:25 pm

The skills gap: how can we fix it? – Bill Gardner
- @oncee
How can educator help the community get the graduates you
need?
4:30 – 4:55 pm

Extending Burp – Carl Sampson - @chs
Burp is one of the most popular tools used in dynamic web
application testing with a lot of great features built-in. It
also provides an API that lets you extend it further. It can be
intimidating when starting to write an extension, but once
you get going it’s not too bad. This talk will walk through
an example of creating a Burp extension that uses several
different features of the API.
5:00 – 5:25 pm

Shellcode Via VBScript/JScript Implications
– Casey Smith - @subTee
This talk will explore a recent discovery of being able to
execute shellcode and make Win32 api calls from the
Windows Script Host. This will be a deep dive case study
of executing shellcode via an HTA file. We will discuss
patterns from execution and detection. There are many other
applications that you can be applied using these techniques.
This talk will be of interest for Red Team and Blue Team.
5:30 – 5:55 pm

Retail Store/POS Penetration Testing –
Daniel Brown - @dbrow43
Penetration Testing a retail/POS environment. The methods
companies are using to try and protect them, methods of
bypassing security implementations, and how they tie into a
companies overall security.
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6:00 – 6:25 pm

Improv Comedy as a Social Engineering
Tool – Dave Mattingly - @dave_mattingly
The rules of improv comedy can apply to many social
interactions, including bluffing your way to compromise a
target. The constantly changing situations of improv are
great practice for accepting unexpected circumstances, and
happily going with the flow.

9:30 – 9:55 am

Purple team FAIL! – Jason Morrow - @jrmorrow43
What went wrong with the introduction of a red team
discipline into fortune 1 and how the teams came together
to course correct. The result has been a successful purple
team that has driven the security posture forward at the
world’s leading retailer. This will cover some basic do’s and
don’ts along with new rules of engagement when integrating
blue and red.

6:30 – 6:55 pm

How to safely conduct shenanigans –
Evil_Mog - @Evil_mog & Renderman - @ihackedwhat
There are some legendary pranks pulled off at derbycon, this
talk goes through how to conduct shenanigans safely without
getting you ejected from the venue, it will also detail how to
get goon and venue support to make shenanigans epic.
7:00 – 7:25 pm

The .NET Inter-Operability Operation –
James Forshaw - @tiraniddo
One of the best features of the .NET runtime is its in-built
ability to call native code, whether that’s APIs exposed from
dynamic libraries or remote COM objects. Adding this in-built
functionality to an “type-safe” runtime has its drawbacks, not
the least the introduction of security issues due to misuse.
This presentation will go into depth on how the .NET runtime
implements its various interop features, where the bodies
are buried and how to use that to find issues ranging from
novel code execution mechanisms, elevation of privilege up
to remote code execution. The presentation will assume the
attendee has some familiarity with .NET and how the runtime
executes code.
7:30 – 7:55 pm

A presentation or presentations because...
presenting – Jason Blanchard - @BanjoCrashland
In less than 30 minutes, you’ll smile, nod in agreement, be
amazed, become incredibly self-aware of how you perceive
information for the rest of your life, and learn the basics of
storytelling and audience manipulation so when you need to
explain something to someone they’ll understand. Essentially
this is a presentation or presenting presentations within a
presentation I like to call Inception Presentation. It will get
way meta and you’ll love it. #softskills

SATURDAY – 9.23.
9:00 – 9:25 am

Personalities disorders in the infosec
community – Jenny Maresca - @tr0phywifehacks
Understanding the interpersonal relationships that develop
in the community and how to identify traits in people to
understand how a disorder affects their interactions with
others
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10:00 – 10:25 am

Architecture at Scale – Save time. Reduce
spend. Increase security. – Ryan Elkins @the_ryan_elkins
An effective security architecture program must establish
a framework to correlate security between operations,
development, and the business. It must be agile to support
devops, visionary to support strategy, and reasonable to
support adoption. This talk will detail the building blocks
required to develop and implement an architecture program
that will output artifacts for technical engineers through
executive leadership. The automated framework will identify
technology overlap, highlight unbalanced spend, and measure
the maturity of security control domains. Upon completion of
the talk, an architecture tool will be released to support and
automate the correlation of the architectural components,
leading to continual security program maturity.
10:30 – 10:55 am

Building a full size CNC for under $500 –
Justin Herman - @JDogHerman
Everyone wishes it was easier to take an idea and make it
into physical form. In this talk I will go over the methods I
used to create a full sized 4x8 CNC for less than $500. I will
show you the locations to get parts along with steps used
to construct it. Come and learn how you can DIY make a
machine with the smallest footprint, a large workspace, all
for under $500.
12:00 – 12:25 pm

Python Static Analysis – Spencer J McIntyre @zeroSteiner
Python is a popular language and that is true as well within
the Security industry. This talk will outline how Python code
can be statically analyzed using publicly available tools such
as bandit. It will then take a more technical approach and
outline how the abstract syntax tree (AST) can be processed
and searched based on behavior clues to identify potential
security issues. Many security tools search for vulnerabilities
by analyzing the contents of static strings and examining
their variable names. This alternative approach instead
demonstrates how the AST can be analyzed to identify
pieces of sensitive information such as encryption keys and
passwords based on matching them with usage patterns.
This will be a technical talk focused on using automated
techniques to find security vulnerabilities in Python projects.
The audience will leave with an understanding of these
techniques and how they can be applied to the projects
they are either developing themselves or using in their daily

routines. This talk will end with a live demonstration of a
forked version of the public Bandit scanner where these
techniques have been implemented.
12:30 – 12:55 pm

streamline command line, by stripping down to the bare
essentials. Most examples will be in Linux, however there will
be other systems to explore.
3:00 – 3:25 pm

The Trap House: Making your house as
paranoid as you are. – Jonathan Echavarria@und3rf10w & David E. Switzer- @violentlydave

Tracing Adversaries: Detecting Attacks with
ETW – Matt Hastings - @_mhastings_ & Dave Hull @davehull

Home automation and IoT is all the rage, but once you have
your thermostat automated, what is next? How can you
leverage your automated home for active defense and gain
some situational awareness, both inside and out? Much
research has been done on the security of IoT devices,
and this talk looks into how to use IoT (and possibly their
insecurities) for your home security, while keeping costs down.

Event Tracing for Windows (ETW) is a powerful debugging
and system telemetry feature that’s been available since
Windows 2000, but greatly expanded in recent years.
Modern versions of Windows offer hundreds of ETW
providers that are a veritable treasure trove of forensic
data. This talk will take a fresh look at operationalizing
ETW to combat contemporary intrusion methodologies and
tradecraft. We’ll walk through real world examples, covering
both common malware behaviors and stealthy attacks
that “live off the land”, and demonstrate how to effectively
utilize key ETW providers to detect and respond to these
techniques.

1:00 – 1:25 pm

Hunting for Memory-Resident Malware –
Joe Desimone - @dez_
Once a staple of nation state level adversaries, memoryresident malware techniques have become ubiquitous
even for lowly criminal activity. With their ability to evade
endpoint protection products, it is critical for defenders to
understand and defend against these techniques. In this
talk, I will describe both common and advanced stealth
malware techniques which evade today’s hunt tools and
methodologies. Attendees will learn about adversary stealth
and understand ways to detect some of these methods. New
code for rapidly hunting for these techniques across your
enterprise will be released.
1:30 – 1:55 pm

C2 Channels - Creative Evasion – Justin Wilson
Shining light on new ways attackers are being creative with
C2 channels.
2:00 – 2:25 pm

Reaching Across the Isle: Improving Security
Through Partnership – Kevin Gennuso - @kevvyg
Information security has been a challenge since the dawn
of computer networking. Improving the situation requires
coordination and cooperation, not an adversarial stance
between The Business, Security and IT. The answer isn’t
more endpoint agents, blinky boxes, or vendor pitches. The
answer lies in partnering with all teams with a common
purpose: improved security.
2:30 – 2:55 pm

Out With the Old, In With the GNU – Lsly @lsly_kohai
In our field and related subsections, we typically don’t
learn from scratch. Instead, we learn from those who have
been around longer — through books, online resources,
and person-to-person training. That said, when is “tribal
knowledge” harmful? Can we improve (or remove) commands
we use for a single purpose for something better? Why do
people confine their use of `awk` when it can be as flush
as Perl? This talk will review some simple ways we can

3:30 – 3:55 pm

The Current State of Security, an
Improv-spection – Sean Metcalf - @PyroTek3
& Nick Carr - @ItsReallyNick
Think “Whose Line is It Anyway” meets InfoSec - don’t expect
to see many slides. This presentation is literally security
theater (but this time in a good way). Sean & Nick improv
their way through several current challenges in securing
networks and discuss ways to improve defenses. Audience
participation is mandatory and suggest topics, categories,
and wacky APT names from the mundane to the bizarre.
From the moment the clock starts, Sean & Nick will do
what many in our industry are accused of doing anyway:
making things up as we go along! We know we can give
some insight, hope to make it fun, and if we’re failing, we’ll
revert to props! The dynamic duo will wrap up the improv
adventure with a handful of slides that highlight the best
methods to defend against the current threats. These slides
will summarize the useful information that Nick & Sean had
subliminally been providing in between the props and ad
hoc skits. Furthermore, the audience will walk away with
some actionable tasks to better secure their environment.
Suggested audience: skeptics, people a few beers deep, and
anyone who wants a different take on the standard infosec
talk while still learning some solid methods to protect against
modern attacks.
4:00 – 4:25 pm

I Survived Ransomware . . . TWICE –
Matthew Perry - @sirgurdwv
In this talk, Matt will describe what happened at the law firm
where he works and the steps he took to solve the problem
and prevent it from happening again. Matt will cover how
to create a layered prevention plan and a disaster recovery
plan, including insurance if all else fails.
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4:30 – 4:55 pm

Drone Delivered Attack Platform (DDAP) –
Michael Collins - @h3mlock

Statistics on 100 million secrets: A look at
recent password dumps – nyxgeek - @nyxgeek

The day the chickens moved into the coop I knew there was
going to be trouble. I had no idea the extent of the problem,
until one day I realized that they were building a rogue
network inside of the coop. This was partially my fault for
providing power to the coop in the first place, but I definitely
underestimated their capabilities. What kind of evil were they
plotting? I could try to hack into their wireless network, but
they had good physical security so getting in close proximity
to their location was going to be a problem. What I settled on
was using a drone to deliver a hacking drop kit to the chicken
coop. The goal is to build the complete kit with low cost,
readily available parts, so that if the chickens capture the
drone or it is otherwise compromised, we are not out a ton of
money. It should have sufficient battery to provide flight time
to and from the target location, and sufficient compute time to
do a reasonable amount of wireless hacking. We would use the
drone to deliver our attack kit to the roof of the chicken coop
and power off the rotors to preserve battery for our return
flight. We would then use a Raspberry Pi with a wireless
antenna to do the wireless hacking. Our platform could be
accessed remotely over the cell network using something like
TAP, and things that need more compute power like cracking
hashes could be shipped offsite over the cell network.

People often choose passwords assuming that nobody else
will ever see them. This talk examines some of the common,
odd, and interesting passwords found while examining recent
password dumps. What’s YOUR secret?

5:00 – 5:25 pm

Mobile APTs: A look at nation-state attacks
and techniques for gathering intelligence
from military and civilian devices – Michael
Flossman
As we increasingly rely on mobile devices to create, access,
and modify sensitive information, sophisticated nation-state
actors such as Russia, Israel, and the U.S. are being forced
to expand their traditionally desktop focussed toolsets to now
include a mobile surveillanceware capability. This talk will dive
into mobile APTs, the nation-state actors leveraging them,
and the commonalities and differentiators they share. We
will specifically discuss the families ViperRAT and FrozenCell,
two bespoke Android surveillanceware tools. One is being
deployed against Palestinian individuals and organizations in
conjunction with a desktop component, while the other has
been seen in targeted attacks against Israeli Defense Forces
personnel. Our unique insight into attacker infrastructure
allows us to see how widely deployed these tools are and
what information has been exfiltrated from compromised
devices. The internals of these tools, their capabilities,
command and control infrastructure, and their ability to
successfully retrieve intelligence from compromised devices
will be presented.
5:30 – 5:55 pm

MacOS host monitoring - the open source
way – Michael George
MacOS host monitoring - the open source way, I will talk
about a example piece of malware(Handbrake/Proton) and
how you can use open source tooling detection tooling to do
detection and light forensics. Since I will be talking about the
handbrake malware, I will also be sharing some of the TTPs
the malware used if you want to find this activity in your fleet.
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6:00 – 6:25 pm

6:30 – 6:55 pm

Hacking VDI, Recon and Attack Methods –
Patrick Coble - @VDIHacker
VDI Deployments are in over 90% of all the Fortune 1000
companies and are used in almost all industry verticals,
but are they secure? The goal of most VDI deployments is
to centrally deliver applications and/or desktops to users
internally and externally, but in many cases their basic
security recommendations haven’t fully deployed, allowing
an attacker to gain access. This talk will review the basic
design of the top two solution providers, Citrix and VMware.
We will go over these solutions strengths and weaknesses
and learn how to quickly identify server roles and pivot.
We will also examine all the major attack points and their
defensive counters. If you or if you have a client that has a
VDI Deployment you don’t want to miss this talk.
7:00 – 7:25 pm

Smart toys ain’t that Smart, when
Insecure! – Reuben Paul - @RAPst4r
In this talk, I will share my experience as an 11 year old kid,
playing with and hacking some smart toys. This talk will start
by an introduction to the technologies used in smart toys and
how secure or insecure they are. The main portion of this talk
will cover the tools and steps used by me and my dad in our
research. I will also demonstrate how some of these toys can
be hacked. In conclusion I will highlight the application of these
technologies in the real world and share why it is important
to understand these threats that can not only impact a smart
toys, but real things that we use daily as well.

SUNDAY – 9.24.
10:00 – 10:25 am

Introducing SpyDir - a BurpSuite Extension –
Ryan Reid - @_aur3lius
The problem? Too much code, huge dynamic environments,
and far too little time. The answer? Automation! During web
application assessments, testers often leverage tools like
DirBuster to identify valid endpoints/pages through brute
force. But what about when they have the source code sitting
in front of them? Will they use it to their advantage and
automate forced browsing? Some time ago I was working
on a hybrid assessment that contained ~2k Classic ASP
files. As I spidered the dynamic application, I found I had
only discovered ~250 endpoints. Concerned that I may
have missed sections of the application simply because they
weren’t referenced within the immediate portion available
from the landing page, I whipped up a quick script to treat all

.asp files within the directory as if they were valid resources
being served by the web server. No surprise, most were
accessible. This one-time Python script turned BurpSuite
extension is SpyDir. SpyDir provides an extensible platform to
assist in discovery by enumerating endpoints from the source
files and the code they contain. In this presentation, I’ll go
over the tool’s aims and uses.
10:30 – 10:55 am

Phishing for You and Your Grandma! –
Sarah Norris - @snorrisponydeer
Phishing attacks may seem like a breeze, however sometimes
the hard part is getting past the series of barriers that are
encountered before the target. This talk discusses some
of the common limitations encountered during short term
phishing campaigns and how to ensure more successes.
Techniques discussed in this talk will include how to choose
an effective pretext and payload as well as how to improve
the likelihood and legitimacy of delivery.
11:00 – 11:25 am

Regular Expressions (Regex) Overview –
Matt Scheurer - @c3rkah
Writing Regular Expressions (Regex) is a versatile skill set
to have across the IT landscape. Regex has a number of
information security related uses and applications. We are
going to provide an overview and show examples of writing
Regex for pattern matching and file content analysis using
sample threat feed data in this presentation. Along with a
healthy dose of motherly advice, we cover Regex syntax,
character classes, capture groups, and sub-capture groups.
Whether Regex is something completely new or worth
brushing up on, this talk is geared toward you.
11:30 – 11:55 am

Securing Your Network: How to Prevent
Ransomware Infection – Jonathan Broche @g0jhonny & Alton Johnson - @altonjx
Malware and Zero Day Exploits are a hot topic in the
Information Security community as of late. With new variants
of ransomware and zero day exploits being released,
organizations have been on high alert. It is estimated that
the recent “Wannacry” ransomware affected over 200,000
systems some of which were located in high impact
environments (i.e., hospitals and police stations). Similarly,
zero day exploit leaks are being released as frequent as we
can remember. With black hat groups launching subscription
based programs, zero days are more accessible to the
public than ever. It is important to know how to best protect
yourself and an organization from these threats. Attendees
at this talk will be presented with current events, real world
examples, and learn best practices that can be put to use
immediately to prevent such attacks. In addition, a tool
will be released to help aid network administrators in the
discovery and prevention of new/unauthorized services being
exposed on their external environment. The tool released
and demonstrated during the talk will have the priority of
securing and/or reducing external network services. The tool
will perform port scans against an organization’s external-

facing assets as a job (i.e., on a daily, weekly, monthly
basis), save the results, and cross-reference the results
at the time of the next scan. If new services have been
discovered that were not previously discovered, the tool will
email network administrators and alert them of the newly
discovered service(s). By reducing the amount of services
that are externally-facing and ensuring that there are no
rogue services being made available, an organization can not
only reduce their overall attack surface but also reduce their
chances of being targeted by zero day exploits.
12:00 – 12:25 am

Diary of a Security Noob – TJ Toterhi - @hoshin
So you’re looking to get into or have just landed your first job
in security. Great! Wait, now what?
Being new to infosec can be exciting and overwhelming.
With the field going through such a high demand for talent,
you’re not alone. I was there not too long ago myself and I’d
like to share what I’ve learned along the way. I’ll talk about
the things that I wish I would have known when I was a
noob. We’ll discuss interviewing, mentorship, meetings and
conferences, training, and more.”
12:30 – 12:55 am

Spy vs. Spy - Tip from the trenches for
red and blue teams – Tom McBee - @t3phanis
& Jeff McCutchan - @jamcut
This talk outlines some common, but effective, red team
tactics as well as some of the defensive countermeasures
for them. Boring, right? Wrong, because it doesn’t stop
there! Next we will escalate the complexity and sneakiness
of the attacks for the purpose of dealing with the defensive
countermeasures. We go back and forth like this, through a
few iterations of each attack and its defenses. We conclude
with an analysis of defensive trends, and a suggestion for
shifting the way defense is commonly thought of. Attendees
will leave this talk with an understanding of defensive
techniques used to mitigate common attacks, offensive tricks
to increase the success of the same attacks, and an idea
for improving the way organizations commonly think about
defense.
1:00 – 1:25 am

changeme: A better tool for hunting default
creds – Zach Grace - @ztgrace
Default credentials haunt organizations. Whether they’re
used to gain access or escalate privileges, default credentials
lurk in the corners most organizations. To combat this attack,
organizations leverage commercial vulnerability scanners.
However in my research, most commercial scanners fall
short and can leave your organization vulnerable to attack
while giving you a false sense of security. This presentation
will cover my research into the efficacy of commercial
vulnerability scanners to detect default passwords and
present my open source tool, changeme (https://github.com/
ztgrace/changeme), for improving the detection of default
credentials. I’ll be releasing version 1.0 of changeme at
DerbyCon.
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FRIDAY PARTY

DerbyCon VII

SPONSORS
DIAMOND

SATURDAY PARTY

PLATINUM

THURSDAY HOSTED BAR

HOTEL KEY CARDS

CTF

HACKER JEOPARDY

WEDNESDAY COFFEE

THURSDAY COFFEE

GOLD

VENDORS
Dnslearning.org

Rural Tech Fund

Derb E-Cigs

Security Weekly

The Security

ISC2

Hackers For Charity

Hacker Stickers

No Starch Press

Awareness Company

SILVER

Cobalt Strike is a platform for Red Team Operations
and Adversary Simulations. If you like covert comms,
scripting, pivoting, and post-exploitation--you should
stop by our table. We're fun! Really.
BRONZE
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A Special Thank You to our Trainers:
Christopher Hadnagy
Carlos Perez & Jose Quiñones
Casey Dunham & Keith Hoodlet
Jason Williams & Jack Mott
Tyler Hudak
Monty St John
Tim Tomes
Josh Schwartz
John DeGruyter
Dr. Jared DeMott
Dr. Josh Stroschein
Larry Spohn & Paul Koblitz & Ben Mauch
Jared Haight & Sean Metcalf

This year, DerbyCon VII Legacy is dedicated to the wonderful staff at the
Hyatt. It has been an absolute pleasure to work with each of you over the past
7 years.
Hosting DerbyCon has not just been another conference to set up and prepare
for to the Hyatt staff. They have gotten to know us as individuals and have always
been very eager to get ready for our conference, and thoroughly enjoy hosting
us each year.
The hotel management and staff have always been extremely accommodating
towards our (at times) strange, unusual requests, and odd activities. That
flexibility is what has helped DerbyCon become what it is today.
DerbyCon staff and attendees would not be able to enjoy this conference as
much as we do without the patience and special treatment that the staff at the
Hyatt has given us year after year.
Thank you from the bottom of our hearts for all the wonderful memories!
- Dave K, Martin, Adrian, Erin, Dave D, Karl, Paul, and Kim
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